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Paburab Etititing
VOL. XXI. NO.s

FRANK FKAY IS
SEEN IN PADUCAH
'
Is

Drowned After He Lands
From Boat

Policeman William Want, of Metropolis, Tells of Meeting Youug
Man.

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. APRIL 3.
1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

CHICAGO TURNS
DOWN HEARSTISM

••••

10 CENTS PER WEEK

AT THE SOAKEM FLATS—HANDING HIM A LEMON.

WILL BUILD
ELEVATED TRACK

1 1. C.

4
Busse and Franchise Carry By
Big Majorities

ver Foot of Jefferson Street
For Belt Line

Universal Transfers, 20 Year Fran.
eidse and Per Cent of Net Revenue to Go to City.

Many Thousands of Dollars Will
Be
Spent in Improvements Around
Paducah.

CORONER'S
A

INQUEST

LATER.

PUBLIC OPINION IS REVERSED.

Frank McKay, Jr., did not fall
Total Vote Cast.
Increasing cloudiness with showfrom the Dick Fowler, the night of
A viaduct at First and Jefferso
ers tonight or Thursday. Warmer.
n
March 17, on the return trip of the
Busse—R.
streets
164,830
is what the Illinois Central
Highest temperature yesterday, 03;
Cairo excursion. Witnesses saw the
Dunne—D.
road expects to build this summer
151,715
,
boy, whose body was taken from the lowest today, 47.
Brubaker P.
and the news will be received
5,875
with
Wednesd
Ohio river
ay, at Metropolis
Koop-8.
general interest. The general coun13,459
landing, standing on Broadway after
TRAGEDY OF HAT.
cil desired such an improvement
sevthe Dick Fowler came into this port.
Anderson, Ind., April 2.—
eral years ago, and the road
Total
335,891
wilt have
Knowledge of this evidence has come
Chloe Ham, 14 years old, atBusse's Plurality
no trouble in gaining consent for
13,121
it.
to the ears of the young man's fatbtempted suicide, because her
At First and Jefferson streets
a
,er, Frank McKay, of 722 North Sixth
mother would not allow her to
Chicago, April 3.—The moot ingentle slope brings the trestle-tracks
street, and on this information the
trim an Easter hat, as she desirtense campaign in municipal politica
down to the several feet below
the
father, bases his theory of foul play.
ed. The child is in a serious conChicago has experienced in
trestle grade, and makes an inconmany
The information increases the mysdition and may not recover.
years closed last night with the elecvenient "dip" for tbe road. During
tery surrounding the youth's death.
tion of Frederick A. Buese, Reptrblihigh water engines cannot run
over
Rumors that he was intoxicated on
TEAMSTERS STRIKE.
it.
can candidate for mayor, over EdTo pie-elude danger of delays
the Dkk Fowler and that he was asBoston, April 3.—The teamsward Fe Dunne, his Democratis rival
Irons thie source, and as a matter
saulted and, perhaps, knocked into
of
ters' strike is on schedule time
and a candidate for re-etection, by a
conveni
ence to the public, the road
the river, on the return trip, gave
this morning, Not a wheel is
will raise Its trete(' over the
plurality of 13,400 to 14,00.01. The
rise to the first clew on which the postreet
muslin: from the stables of sevIssues
amid
the
in
cut under it sufficiently deep to
campaig
n
have
been
lice worked. It is now up to them
en trucking firms concerned.
nable-the tallest vehicles to pass unlaTteele bawd upon improvement of
to diacover who- orrtrrdered- Frank -The %en -demand 'more money
the local traction systems. Both parder with ease
McKay in this city, or how he came
and shorter hours. It may asties were agreed the present condiNew Belt Line,
to fall into the river after he had
—Naughton .n Duluth Tribuns,
sume larger proportions If the
tions
A new river front belt, two
were Intolerable, but differed as
landed and climbed the hill leading,
demands of the men are not
new.
automatic driver drop pits with
to [lie best method to be employed in
up Broadway from the wharfboat.
two
granted.
up-to-date cinder pits to be built
revising them. The Democratic parPoliceman William Wiant, of Methls
spring
ty
In Paducah by the Illinois
headed by Dunne stood for immetropolis, and Charles Spencer saw
WELLMAN CONFIDENT.
means an expenditure of $43,000
diate munricipal ownership through
McKay and talked to him after the
on
New York, April 3.—Walter
Improvement for Padncah. The cinthe condemnation of the street car
boat landed here that night.
Wellman, who will attempt to
der pit announcement came
properties. if the result cote& not be
"I got on the Dick Fowler at Meseveral
reach the north pole In a balGeorge W. Katterjohn
returned benefits to result from a local con- weeks ago, but not until today
obtained in any other way.
tropolis on the way to Cairo and
were
loon, arrived from Paris today.
from St. Louis last night, where he tractor
Republicans favored the ordinances
stayed on her to help keep order,"
erecting the building are con- the other improvements made pubWellman expressed himself as
had
gone
to
be
present
lic.
at
the
W.
openC. Waggener, superintendent
sidered too large to allow the differwhich were recently passed by
said Wiant.
a
confident of succors. He said all
ing of bids on the new ten-story ence of
buildings for the
$4,000, provided there are of bridges and
Democratic council over Duane's veto.
"I knew McKay and I don't think
details of the trip are completbank building. The lowest bid was no other
he was drunk on the boat. People
inequalities, to stand in the Louisville division is in the city toThese ordinances provided for twenty
ed. The start for Spitzenbergen
made by the Southern Construction way of giving
were inquiring for him and I huntyear franchises for street car comit to Mr. Katterjohn. day looking after tile preliminaries.
will he made in May.
company, of St. Louis, for $123,500. All the
The river front belt consists
local building material firms
ed for him but could not find him
panies, the city retaining the right to
prinMr. Katterjohn was the only Padu- are anxious
late on the return trip, until I saw
to have the bank award cipally of trestle work extending
ptirchese the twat-ems for $60.O00,00e
cah contractor bidding on the build- the
RAUMANJA.
him on
Broadway
to Mr. Katterjohn, as in from Sixth and Campbell streets to
up the hill.
Plus the amount to be- spent for tin Magistrates Irtcresse
And ing, and the only contractor outside thatcon-tract
Bucharest, April 3.—The peat
event,
Charles Spencer
all
the money would re- the Langstaff-Orme plant at Clark
and another man
mediate rehabritation for the lines.
ant revolt In Roumania
may
Then Attach It to Get Opin- of St. Louis bidding. His bid was main in Paducah, except for some and Second streets. The estimated
were with me. Spencer lives at MeThe ordinances also Provide
for
(emse the death of King Charles.
second at $127,500. The differen
minimum cost of this work is $25,of the steel work.
tropolle. We stoke to the young- man.
universal transfers throughout the
ion of Court of Appeals On between his and the lowest bid ce
Discove
ry
of
an
alleged
plot
President Reeves will return to- 000. Pile driver, No. 22, is today beis
Thre other youthaerushed up to him
city, 5-cent fares and fifty-live per
only $4,000.
against the dynasty has added
night from St. Louis when the re- ing fitted out to do the pile work.
Validity of Law
and grabIsii
d him. 'hrey all acted as
cent of the net revenue of the comFive
bids
greatly
were
to
the
monarch
received
's
Worry.
for
sult
the
of the bidding will be known. New rails will be laid, also.
if they ha been drinking—the three,
panies to be paid the city. The fight
Job, as follows: Southern Construc- Mr. Katterj
Physicians fear the work. Active
The automatic driver pits with the
I Mean— d used
ohn said the building is
vile language.
fur and against the adoption of these
tion company, $123,500; G. W. Kat- to be
military preparations are in procompleted in eight months, but new cinder pits will cost not less than
That if; the last I saw of McKay."
ordinances has been exceedingly bit- COUNTY ATTORNEY ADVERSE. terjohn,
$127,500; Selden Beck Con- that the bank may occupy
gress in Bucharest today. RePoliceman Wiant came over this
be lotheir floor $18,000. The cinder pits
ter. They were carried by majority
structiop company. $128,,500; Mureb before the wholebu
ports from the country indicate
morning to testify att the inquest,but
ildirigis finished. cated where the old ones . 118, are,
of about 334010. The. vete showed. tt
014r/strut-then company-,-$131,9
Conditions air -growing
.5-0;
The bids' given do not include the and the drf;er pits in' the rouni
better
it will not be held for two or three
decided reversal of public opinion on
4
house.
With the appellate court rests the A. Steiniger, $143,000. The contract fixtures and furniture for the
and peasants are quieting down.
days, probably Friday.
bankthe question of municipal ownership
question of an increase in Circuit has not been awarded and President ing rooms. While in St. Louis
Other Improvements.
Mr.
Policeman Wiant explained the
compared with the last mayoralty
Reeves and Mr. George Langstaff, Katterjohn
Besides these many thousands dolJudge William M. Reed's salary.
pointed out to Mr. LangTHAW CASE.
Cowling incident about the charges
campaign two years ago. At that
This morning in fiscal court the representing the directors of the staff, who is a member of the board lars will be expended by the road In
'New lork, April 3.—A private
for bringing over the body. Me said
time Dunne received 163,189 votes
•
salary
of the chenit judge was raised bank, are in St. Louis closing the of public works, that the contractors Paducah improvements.
examination of Harry Thaw is
Captain Cowling had not been netiagainst 131,071 for John M. Harlan,
The entire station platform will be
$1,200. Hie present salary is $2,00'0. arrangements. Contractor Weikel cild there monopolize the pavement and
held today by the lunacy comteed of the fact that the corpse was
Republican leader. The Prohibitionnot as announced, bid on the liked- half the street
laid
with vitrified brick in May and
He
urged
that
county
the
authorwhen
is
a big building
mission, during which he is
Jo be brought back. Wiant himself
ist ticket received 3,298 votes and
ized. County- Attorney Alben Bark- Ing, though it is unc4erstood that he Is under way. Owing to the short a new coal chute will be built next
subjected to physical tests by Dr.
attended to the matter and was inSocialists 23,034. This year the Restreet fronting of the First National month. The coal chute alone wit/
ley was not of this opinion, and as a bid on some of the snb-contraots\
Leopold
formed that a common carrier could
Putzel, an
alienist.
publican vote was close to 165,0041
In view of the small difference lot, it will be necessar
compnomLae, the board granted the
y for the con- cost something like $45,000. The
Members of the board will then
not carry a corpse, that was not emand that of the Demoorate close to
between Mr. Katterjohn's bid
and
tractor
to
keep
his
raise,
material
attached
the
money,
away brick platform will cost a few hunand will
balmed. It would cost $25 to get it
finally determine the question
148.0010. The Prohibition vote ran
that of the Southern Construction from the site, and
appeal the question to the appellate
to keep all waste dred dollars.
embalmed and that was the reason
of Thaw's present sanity. This
company, it is thought not unlikely hauled away. This
slightly above that of two years ago,
At Princeton work on the new paswill he inconvencourt.
the charge was made so high. Then
examination, It is said w,I1 be
that the bank may use its privilege ient and with the
While the Socialise vote fell off heavsenger station is progressing and the
car
tracks
making
Policeman Wiant made arrangements
O'Drran
completed today and then
bought the old of awarding the
W. C.
the
ily, le being more than 12.000
bids, and give the a short curve at Third street,
less county poor farm property and platwill road expects to use it by May 15.
for bringing the body in a skiff, and
report whether he is sane at the
contract to the home contractor. The cramp the contractor
than that of the last city election.
Captain Cowling never knew of the
ted that Ixertion known as White
present time will be made.
William (Randolph Hearst came
STRIKE BREAKERS'
incident.
Chapel. He wishes to sell it in town
personally from alew York to take
CUBAN ELECTION.
lots, but before he can do it has to
,'re Offered l'aducah t'ontractoell
part in the campaign. His papers
Havana, April 3.—There is a
raise a lien held by the county. He
Two Stables Burn.
were the only publications in the city
From Cincinnati.
growing
belief here that Secreowes $9,000 and agreed today to pay
Fire deatroyecie the sva.bles of Mr
In Cincinnati the police evidently
supporting Dunne.
tary
Taft
on
his
off
6,00(7
visit
$
if
lien
a
next
be
raised
week
from
ledwe.rd Holland and Aederman Harry
believe that the strike situation here
Busse, who has for some time been this portion. The board voted
will announce the date for holdfavorHank, located, on an arey between
is very serious. judging from
postmaster of Chicago, was ionlined ably. The county
the
ing
election
s
in
Cuba,
as
holds
any ata lien on 23
Eifth and Sixth Adaans and Jackson
following telegram received by
to his home during the campaign be- eerie for
Mr.
tempt to re-establish indepcndthe balance—$3,00J0.
streets, last night about 11 o'clock.
Charles Warren, a boats painter:
cause
of
Mr.
David
injuries
Miller,
ewe
is
of
received
Hinkle:Ti
now
tle,
Cicero
regarde
In
a
Anderso
red with greatn, not eet in tile
The origin of the blaze is a mystery.
A petition from the Commercial
Cincinnati, 0., April 2. 1007.
who was driving Saturday near Lone(majority Is on
cent wreck on the Pennsylvania railest interest.
,
trial in circuit court
Two horses occupied stalls in the ROIchit) asking the county for, $1,000
Charles Warren, Peclucale
road.
Oak with a relative and figured in this afternoon
Ky—
for the murder of
land stable hut were rescued. The
Per year to defray expenses of adverCan furnish *strike
breakers and
a runaway, Is not expected to live. John Mix
The new mayor will have a city tising the
The
shooting
VERY SORRY.
Hank barn was etopty. The loss will
occurre
d guards at
town and eminty, was filed.
ones.
At first it was thought his injuries on the night
council with hint hut it Is very close Mr. S. A. Fowler made
of July 23, 1906, in the
Washington, April 3.—The
be $510 to Mr. Holland and 4150 to
an interealng were
Acme Detective Agency.
not
more
serious
than
two frac- rear of the Charles Graham saloon,
as
the
make
Nicarag
up
of
uan
this
minister
shows
body
Alderman Rank.
talk to the board In favor of allowing
called at the
Contractor Na'arren considers the
tured ribs but in two days he de35 Republicans, 34 Democrats and 1 the money.
Ninth street and Kentucky avenue.
state department today with a
telegra
m a joke, although it came
veloped
an
injury
of
the head. Phy- Anderson and Mix bad
Independent Democrat. The vote on
message from his government,
met in a
Articles of Incorporation.
The county tax rate for this year sicians examined him and found the
one day :roe of Al? Fools Day.
the
house in the "red light" district and
ordinences settling the street car
expressing regret. that the Unitwill be 75 cents, as follows: Sinking skull fractured. He is prominent in
The Kentucky Ochre company bag
question was 165,494 for and 132.querreled. They separated and later
ed States found it necessary 1.0
fund,
cents;
25
county
levy
fund,
20 the Hinkleville section, and
Wed arteries of Incorporation capitalGARBAGE CON ilt.lter LET
his Anderson met
7.20 against.
send warships to Honduras to
Mix in Graham's sacents; road and bridge
fund, 22 friends here arm anxious over his conizing at $1e,e00. The oapitaa is diBY HE.%I.TH DEPARTMENT,
loon.
The
preient destruction of American
quarrel
was renewed and
The
only
Democrat, outside ente, and pauper fund. S cents.
dition.
-vided into lillharee of $100 eat.
Anderson shot, 'Mix dying a short
propel-I y.
of alderman, elected
Magistrates Emery. 13Ieich -and
was John E.
Vested with power to act, the
Stock is subscribed as follows; Finis
time
after.
After
the shoeting An board
Trager, Dernocratkv candidate for Burnett were appointed a committee
of health anti joint_ sanitary
E. Jack, 5.0; J. R. Rork, 25; R. R.
PRISONER TOO STRONG FOR JAIL
demon ran and hid in a lumber yard,
trealni ter.
to Investigate the cost of steel files
wriumiE OFF.
scferage committee from the council,
es. Winston, 215 shares. The company
but
was
capture
d the next day and
for the circuit clerk's vault.
St. Iambi, April
3.—The
laid evening chew de contract with
wilt tele* and, sell ochre. c:ay, etc.
Modern Sampson Placed in Ironclad
placed in jail without ball. Mix's
brewers' strike was virtually deCal Waggoner to take ('barge of the
Cell to Prevent Escape.
Lather
Is taking no hand in the prosclared off today. Breweries re(W W. J. DICK E.
city eenitary dumping station at a
Sterliog. DI.. April 3--- Fearing ecution.
Sterling
Another Contractor Signs. _
sume operations at full capacity
--- salary of $511 per month. lie will
that }hurry Scott, a modern Sampaon,
Contractor George Katterjohn has
tomicirrow.
sign the contraet late this afternoon
Large Attendance of Friends and would break .the prison, bars
weth his
signed up with the hod carriers and
The will of the late Heinrich Tem- and
Lodge Bretherm.
give a bond of $.500. As soon
hands, the jailer today Placed the
his entire force is at work today.
ple, of the Maxon Mills section, sign- as the board of
GRAIN
aldermen ratifies tihe
MAAKE
T.
prisoner in an ironclad cell in the
Thome who Save signed to-late are
ed April 18, 19.00, and witneesett. by action of the
The funeral of Mr. William JosCincinnati, April 3.—Wheat,
committee he will ascounty jell.
Sent(
was artreeted W. F. Paxton
Hymarsh. ChamblIn and Murray and
and Richard Rudy, was sume his duties.
70; corn, 48%; oats, 4084,
Ponta, Ise Grata, Arerea, April 3. eph Dicke wee held this afternoon charged with burglery.
Katterjohn. No new signers in the
flied for probate this morning in
at 2:110 o'clock et the residence,
painters' strike have been secured •
---N'iolent earthquake shocks precounty court. Following are the
2700 Broadway The burial was in
Pre- CONTRACTOR WEIKEI,
ANOTHER [KIT FILED
vailed throughout the Island
last Oak Groee cemetery. The Rev. W. LET HOUSE BURN; VKAR A JOKE. visions of the estate which, (51 not
WILL NOT SIGN SCALE.
IN RE/MOPE SCATTER.
•
Confirmation Clagn.
itemized: To Anna Temple; wife
night, The won't disturbance occur- T. Rolling, pastor of the Broadway
of
Neighbo
rs
Refuse
hit Assist Ohioan Adam Temple, a daughter, $1:
The e:ass for oonfIrmatiOn
of
to
Contractor George Weikel returned
W. V. Eaton, attorney for Trustee red at Villa France, where the panic Methodist gefaropoil church, officiatBecause It's First of April.
Grace church sill meet. With the 'roc,. Lena Temple, wife of Henry Temple, Ibis morning
ed The pall hearers were Cherie.
from Rt. 'Louie and
stricken
Cecil Reed, of the Ea Rob kopf Sad.
people fled tei the outekirts
Kent. Ohio, Afpril 3.- Jerry Gor- a daughter, $1: to 'Eva Temple Holtor in the parish hone*. Wednesday
Thompson. Joiteph Vetoer, Dr. Will
found his hod carriers on a strike.
diary company, will file a suit Friday of town
night at 7:100, The bishop will vete
V. Owen. Clarence Wyman. Thomas don's country home In Streetaboro land. wife of Dr. Hollend, a daugh- He refused
to sign the scale anti toagainst the Anierlean-Germen Nathe par1sh April 9th. All thinking
Harrison and H. J. Harmeling The caught fire lemehity afternoon. Neigh- ter, $1, All the aemeinder a the ea- ay advertis
ed for men to teke their
tional bank for alleged usurious inThere are 3.190 Smiths of full age
of cnittlrination must be preeent at
funeral was largely attended by Bike, bors lit* got the news by telephone tate of' every kind is bequeathed to places.
lie Is one of the Poor conterest, The amount sued for will to- In New York City, and 6110
ef there Air. Dicke having been
popular thought It an April fool Joke and lei his wife, Katarina Temple, who is tractors
thls Meeting"
who bed not firlenea Abe be•
tal between IiItiv.400--smt $80.01
have telephones.
0t.
member of that lodge.
the house and °centime, burn.
mimed executrix of the estate.
Plianed scale.

Paducah Contractor flay Build The First
National Bank's Ten Story Skyscraper

SALARY OF JUDGE
PENDING IN COURT

p.

MILLER MAY DIE CICERO ANDERSON
FROM INJURIES TRIED FOR MURDER

AN EARTHQUAKE
SHOCKS AZORES

1

PAGE TWO,

vaIE PADUCAH EV1X1_141G S67.

WOMEN IN HOSPITALS SECRETARY BYRD
Experiences of Mrs. Rockwood and Miss Tierney
GETS A ROASTING
Other Trustees Think He
ShonldfPay Dies Bill
Young Man From Geormetown Es!musts Patience of School Trustee,. With Charges,

HIS
MISS MARGARET TIERNEY

CLAIM

IS'

(XiNSIDERED

_
SPLENDID

APRIL TONIC

g

Thin is known
"Blood Cleaning Time," especially among the
(.1der folks, who always take something durtog this mOtitit to clean
the blood of impurities and build
it up.
The following is the recipe at;
given by a -weil-knoWn authority
and anyone can prepare It at house
Fluid Extract Dandelion onehalt ounce, Compound Kargon one
ounce, Compound syrup Sarriparills three ounces. •
Get the simple ingredients from
any good pbarmacy and mix by
shaking well in a bottle. The dose
is one teaspoonful after meals and
at bedtime

WEDNeeletle APRIL 3.

with a eingle exception, perfect types
of rite tease of Anierieana one meets
every day. Mr. Klein did not exaggerate in the least in sketedthrts.the
ineu and %Lowell who interpret his
very interestIng story, and John Burkett Ity•der, the richest man fii the
world, Shirley Rummer*. the brilliant girl who matches wits with him
and wins, Jefferson Ryder, the softened son of the money king and all
the others are people everyhtfdy Is
familiar with. Mr Harris it is said,
has taken great care to select player,
who are able to give each role a
thorough representation. and: as a
reslilt the tom of les company thus
far has been highly successaftil

MRS.GHAS.A.ROCKWOOD

Everybody should take someCharacterizing the attitude of the thing to help the blood, which beboard of education as unfair and comes impoverished and almost
unbecoming gentlemen of their dig- sohr after the winter season, esnity of position
\V. P. Dies, of pecially those who are Subject to
Georgetown, who came to the city
Rheumatism, Catarrh, Kidney and
River Stages.
last Saturday as an applicant for the Bladder trouble.
Cairo
3'9.9 1.6 Tali
principalship of the High school,'on
It is said that one week's use of Chat tanitga
7.0 0.7 rise
an invitation from Secretary Byrd, this mixture will *clear the skin of Cincinnati
26.4 .0.1 rise
retired front the board meeting last Sores, pimples or boils.
,Evaguiville
22.1 3.6 fall
night in dramatic fashion with the
This is Sound,. healthy advice leoretice
3.4
faH
parting-thrust that he probably would
which will be -appreeinted by many Johnsonville
6.8 41.7 fail
rest his case in the hands of a law- readers
8.8 0.3 rise
yer. His remarks were brought forth
Mt. Carme)
11.1 taa Wei
by what he considered the action of
Nashville
9.7 0.1 fall
the board In refusing to sallow hint and railway fare, amounting to
Pittsburg
I A) tali
;25.20 for expenses incurred in the $25.211. As he was the only teacher
St. holds
ll
17.2 0.1
fruitless trip to this city.
invited to come and as he had no Mt. Vernon
26.8 4.4 fall
Individually, it is improbable that notice not to come, his claim. In the Padneah
31.4 3.0 fall
any member of the board of educa- minds of many of the trustees, was
tion would allow any man to talk to legitimate. But It is impossible to
Tame feet more of the wharf were
them- in the *ay .Mr. Dies did last legally- rembnerate him from the
Showirrg- this morning then was ekenight. After obtaining permission to treasury of the schools, so, if any
bie yesterday. The stage was 31.4.
address the board to urge his claim, other method should be adopted, eiApril 3 last eesir the slag" was 37.9.
he closed the statement of his case ther a-collection would -nave been
Buedness at the wharf in midweek is
by asking for fair treatment, if it taken or secretary Byrd would have
good.
were possibly for the board to accord been asked to foot the bill of his own
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women him it. As each member rose to state negligence,
The ferryboat Bettie Owen was
as it was styled by Presmaking annual
preparations
this
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to his views on the question as to ident List.
promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn. Mass From the
morning for the excursion season,
whether
the
board
should
pay
the
before any understanding and big
But
symptoms given, the trouble may be located and the quickest and surest way
business in that line seams
of recovery advised. Out of her vast volume of experience in treating female claim, Mr. Dies interrupted with ex- could be reached, before even a few
to be in the air. The Year has startIlls Mrs. Pinkharn probably has the very knowledge that may help your planations and charges of unfair
minutes consideration of the quesease. Her advice is free and always helpful.
ed . out like A wit bo a hot summer
treatment, and fnsinuating.other un- tion could be
had, Dies by his interAdvice-A Woman Best Understands a Woman's BB. gentlemanly qualities in the board. repliers, exhausted the patience of and the cool night tripe consequently
Ask Mrs. Plikkann's
_
RTIIIiiterrtintIone Thecame so fre- the board. He appealed to them to may be-expeeted to attract many peoquent and rude, that Trustee Beck- pay his claim because he was a boy, ple. The lodges douhtlees will give
BABY BEGINS LIFE ON TRAIN way to Windsor this morning a baby
many excursions and the ehureh soenbach, who in his speech bad been aecause it would be beneath
their
boy was born to Mrs. Mary Rosencieties with those given by the boats
continually interrupted and his ut- dignity
to do otherwise, in the name
Engineer Loses Race With Stork and bloom a Russian Jewish immigrant
themselves, ought to make the excurterances denied, asked the chair to of fair play, and asked
the exercise
Child Is Born in Canade.
on her way to the United States. The
suppress Mr. Dies on a point of or- of a number of other virtues, which sion season Intl year much better
Detroit, April
-- While an im- mother was anxious that the child
than last year. The steamers J,. S.
der.
be showed plainly that he did not
migrant train was speeding on its be born in the United States, and
and W. W. are getting in sahia,pe for
This
President
List
auditors
decisively,
did
think
Closing
possessed.
his
the engineer put on full speed at her
several excursions around- this point.
request, but the stork took matters but.he was persistent until the trus- he said he would see a lawyer, and
On leaving at noon today for Meettees
in
desperation
tabled
added:
grievthe
"I
think
this
needs
board
a
in his awn hand, and the youngest
! the Bettorfe gets bee* pa schedmember of the Rosenbloom family ance by referring it to the proper little suing from what I can hear of vale
ule. time. The Buttorff arnive4 las
will have to claim the Dominion of oommittee.)or Investigation. TV Wile it." •
BOTH PHONES KS.
His claim will be given considers- night from Nashville.
Canada as the. land of his natty-ay. here that Aft. Dies cheracteriaeti te
The City of SaltIllo with a large
He was born when the train
it
was, board's amion..as unfair, undignified, tion ..ia. the c.onetnittee, whiten
near Tilbury. Out. Members of the end much to the dlerredlt,,of the Pe, could not receive' last night, and he passenger 11st of northern excursionists wail pass up for she Tennessee
train crew came to the rescue with dtteah schoo:e. He walked out of tile wi:1 he informed of the result.
river todar or Thursday.
overcoats and other garments, and meeting and 'stand for 20 minutes
e The Johne;S. Hopkins wet in saul
the newly arrt:ed psestenger mean.- 'nlyveYing the bearer from )Kti
David Belasco Presents
with the lir 'of a matter end With lore
LOOK AT OUR oFFERS IN
ont in the Evansylae trade todey.
ed to keep warm.
ty disdain in his facial expreselou. '
THE WANT COLUMN TODAY.
The City of Memphis Is lying at
It was almost generally admitted
WE HAVE OTHER44. COME TO
the wharfboat. taking on freight for
that had he rested his case with a
SEE I'S.
Tennessee river points, and will leave
ChicagrlAnp
arnil 144
3.
firs' simple statement of facts, and Rot
•H,C. HOLLINS,
this evening at 6 o'clock.
time in the history of Illinois, a wo- rudely interrupted and
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
maligned the
The Dick Fowler cleaxed for Cairo
man was ejected Justice of the peace beard he probably woulcrWte gainthis morning with a fair trip and will
at today's eleotionir at Evanston, one ed his -point. But from
the time that
return tonight at 8 o'clock.
of the suburbs on the north biters! of Trustee Karnes arose to say that
IN THE
he
The Scotia returned from the TenChicago where many of the city's did not believe the board
could lea
uessie,T:ver with another isig• raft of
nease influen tial &la stele]tharebusliunti gaily pay the clean,
his interreptIoni
logs last night.
men reside chose Catherine \Vaugh. were prompt end disagreeable,
and
Monday al-ht -the Fannie Wallace
included every member of the board
brought out .69.0 logs in one re.ft fnom
who
ex
-pressed
an opinion. Finally
CUT FLOWERS.
Birmingham.
the members, tired of haying their
AT THE KENTUCKY.
The Clyde was put down to the waCasnations,
Choice
per doz. .... 6041 simple acts
By David Belasco
of consideration, which Thursday night, complimentary
lee- ter's edge today at the ways and
Roses, best grade per doz
SLIM he had asked, attributed
will
to ungenture untkv the auspices of The be launched
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. 6'et
tomorrow morning. The
PRICES-Entire Orchestra. $2.00;
tlemanly models, squelched the visKnights
Columbus,
of
"KnightA choi e lot of bedding plants of itor by
Maude Kilgore will roliow
immeproceeding with their huedFirst five rows of balcony, $1.50; al; kinds.
hood Is Yet in Flower" by the diately.
ness.
Hon.
be
Vega
Clements,
of
OwFree delivery to any part of the
Balance of Balcony, $4.00; i4a1lery,
The Peters Lee probably we:, not
Up To Byrd.
ensboro, Ky.
city.
get away from Memptsie until Thurs50c.
Trustee Karnes said he thought Friday night and Saturday matinee,
SORMAUS BROS-.
clay evening or Friday for Cincinnati,
Secretary Byrd, having invited
"The Flower Carnival", under the
Mr.
seats on sole Saturday.
%loth phones 192
Pausing here Sunday or Monday.
Mee here on his own authority,should
auspices of the D. A. R.
Towboats are few and far between
pay the expense account, if it was
In local waters today.
paid at all. All the members of the ""Knighthood Is Yet in Flower."
The Spread Davie, it is announced,
hoard thought the board could not
Of more than pawing interest w1,11
will leave certainly tomorrow mornlegally pay the claim. Mr. Dies' in- be the Sect tyre Thursday night under
ing for St. Louis after
wintering
terruptions
and
characterizations Otte auspices of the Paducah Council.
were all made before the board had K. of C., on the subject, "Knight- here. Joe Singer, a familiar charactaken any action whatever. As to the hood Is Yet In Flower," by Hon La ter around the wharfboat, wili go on
eastfoots in the. Awe:It de evident.. that Vella Clements, of "Owensboro, an the Efftread Engle 4114
Mr. Dies has just grounds for cern- acknowledged orator of delightful ant.
The •C'hattanooga left at a o'clock
nlaint, and several members of the presence. The leen're will be delivafternoon
for
board admitted that fact, President ered at the Kentucky theater, anti a yesterday
Chattanooga,
List saying that he was the victim of large attendance is
already
asgross negligence. The trouble arose -au red.
in this way.
Official Forecasts.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will rise
As many as 40 applications were
Blanche Bates.
slowly during the next 12 hours,
received for the position of princiettifornia is the link that loins
probably becoming etationary.
pal of the High school, and after an the
details that make ito "The Girl
examination the board decided
The Ohio from Evansville to' Cairo
to of the Golden
West," which, with
limit the eligibles to local teachere.
Ranch, Bates as its star comes to
No one but Secretaey Byrd had inthe Kentucky on Monday night. The
vited any one to come to the city for
W. F. Paxton,
R Rudy,
P Pur.vear
play is a dream of California In the
an examination and the credentials
President.
()ashler.
Asestent Cashier.
days of '49, written and produced
were all returned to the out-Of-town
by David Re:esen, wpo claims Caliapplicants. His credentials did *not
fornia MS his native state.
MIAS
Having bought the interest
reach Mr. Dies before he left for PaBates first saw the light of 4ay in
of High /ir Browder In the
eurab and in the absence of any
other notice, he presumed that be California sad made her first aplacorktorat•ill
Faultless Pressing Club
was expected. Arriving here he pearance on the stage In that state.
It
was
In
California
that
HelDavid
learned of the decision of the board
I am now prepared to do all
Capital
•-•••."100.000
saw
to employ only local teachers, and asco, the („Ntlifornien. first
kinds of cleaning, pressing
Surplus
no,000
and repairing. I have acornhe realized he was out his hotel bill Manche Bates, the Oallfornria.n, and
Stockholders liability
..,
190,000
finding in the work of the young actpatent force of tailors and
rE•fall a promise of much more titan
premeriand call for and deTotal security to depooltors
*240,000
oreinary ability, contrived to obtain
liver all clothe,
'to
Aerostats of Individuals and netts', polleited. We appreciate
an engagement for her in She east.
game
the
limn!' as well MS large depositors and accord to on
COVERED WAGON
And now he haw given her tile oppor«)urtel•li II treatment.
likiirl.,a,"-igg,4„2,clishl distast
:
tunity to achieve her greatest triLadies Work a
umph by writing for her a piny of
Specialty.
California.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits

RIVER NEWS

A large proportion of the operations
performed in our hospitals are upon
wemen and girls for some organic
trouble.
' Why should this be the case?

are ceinstantly being received by
Mrs. Pinkham to prove our claims.
Mrs. C. A. Rockwood, teacher of
Parliamentary Law, of 58 Free St.,
Fredonia, N. Y., writes:
-For veers I suffered with female trouble.
Because they have neglected them- It was decided that an operation was nesseselves, as every one of these patients sexy, and although I submitted to a serious
In the hospital beds had plenty of 'Operation my sufferings continued, until
Pi., Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
warning in those dragging sensations, Lydia
wasrecommended and it proved a marvelous
pains at left or right of abdomen, remedy,
so quickly did it restore Inv health.
luickaehes. nervous exhaustion, incannot thank you sufficiently for the good
flammation, ulceration, displace- it has done
ments, and other organic weaknesses.
Miss Margaret Tierney, of No. 328
All of these symptoms are indica- W. 25th Street, New York, writes:
tions of an unhealthy condition of the
female system and if not heeded the Dear Mrs. Pinkharn:"When only eighteen years of age MIT
penalty has to be paid by a dangerous
operation.
When these symptoms physnian decided that an operation was
necessary
to penrnit of my womanly organs
manifest themselves, do not drag pertormIng
their natural functions. My
along until you are obliged to go to mother objected and being
urged by a
the hospital and submit to an opera- relative to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegettion-but remember that Lydia E. able Comrxanat did so. I soon improved in
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made health, the proper conditions werereMablishfrom native roots and herbs, has saved ed and I am well and strong, thanks to
Isundrede of women from surgical Lydia E. Pinkhaqi's Vegetable Compound."
operations.
No other remedy has such unLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable qualified endorsement as Lydia E.
Compound, has cured more criers of Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. No
feminine ills than any other one other remedy in the world has such
remedy. Such letters as thefollovring a record of cures of female ills.

4104.-444.40•11,0•44444.444.4wdoTo•4411.4444

CbeKentucky

Relieved and Elated.
Only those wha have suffered from
ahiney or Waddell trouble can appreelate what a relief It is to at last find
a remedy that will restore them to
I:Isiah and strength again.
It you have klaney or bladder twill:le in any foils' you will readily unCerstand Dr. Moore's attitude. Read
hie letter:
Gentlemen:-I have been troubled
with Diabetes, and standing by the
dental chair all day, by night my feet
would became so numb that it WWI
difficult to walk. I used many kinds
of medicines and remedies without relief. A friend gave me a, sample box
of Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets and
they gave such marked relief that I
hare purchased four boxes, and will
continue to use them the full time as
you advertise. I am so relieved and
elated, that I shall recommend them

to whom it may concern. Wishing
you well, I am,
Yours truly,
LINDLEY MURRAY MOORE.
(Lindley Murray Moore is one of
the oldest awl best enown dentists in
(lhicago, having been located for the
past 25 years on the northeast corner
of Monroe and State streets.)
If you continue to suffer with kidney or bladder trouble it is your own
fault- You can get sure relief from
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets. Every
bee contains our guaranty to refund
your money if Lantz's Red Kidney
Pillets do not do all that we claim
for them..
We honestly believe they will cure
you and we are willing to back up our
claim that we have the best Kidney
medicine in the world.
All we ask its that you give the Pillets a fair rine honest trial..

ci

Cleanse Your Kidneys With
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets.
It you have never used these Pillets, we will gladly give you a two days'
trial treatment free.
GILBERT'S DRUG STORE,
Will continue faking • quite rapidly
Elections in Kansas.
during the next several days. At
Kausas City, April 3.-- William
Cairo the mugs. Wednesday morning Green Republican, was elected maywill be slightly below 40 feet,
or of Topeka.
The Tenneaeee at Florence, no material change. At Jacksonville, will
fall slowly during the next 12 to 24
LOOK- AT • OUR OFFERS IN
bout's.
THE WANT cobnis TODAY.
The Mississippi from
WE HAVE OTHERS. COME TO
below St.;
Louis to slightly above Cairo, will SEE US.
rise slowly during next 12 to 24 hour?
H. C. HOLLINS,
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
probe-Sy becoming stationary at Chet
tex today.
••••••••1I•1

EMERSON'S PHILOSOPHY
Was that wherever merit is, the public will beat a path to

that place. In explaining the reason of this store's steadily
increasing patronage, it is interesting to note that it handles
such brands as the WALK-OVER, BANISTER and ECLIPSE
Shoes for men; and the ARMSTRONG,(see illustration)
LAIRD, SGEOBER CO„ and THELMA Shoes for women.
The shoes have sufficient merit of themselves to attract the
public, but you may not have
seen them, so we advertise
them to your attention.

For Men $3,50 to $6.00
For Women $2.50 to $6

MONDAY NIGHT,APRIL 8

• 4:

If they're right they're ReA's
It they're Rock's they're rigt,t

BLANCHE BATES,

-"GIRL OF THE
GOLDEN WEST"

TilEATRICAL NOTES

ID it ever occur to you that our
Directory is the recpgnized city
directory
of the well-to-do, and you
_
are socially and commercially lost if
your name does not appear?

D

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.

New Management

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

4.11

OPEN

Les

SATURDAY NW/WI

F'RONI 7 TO ft OCLOCK.

Third and Broadway -

7ARROW
Clarice Weak Ouster the Cellar
15 cents est5 2 fr 25 cents
mow, meseoue co
41105••• of Oren owl amour* /Skis

"The Lion nod the Nfonee."
The characters which Charism Icein
has Introduced in '
:
The Lion and the
Mouse," the femme, drametle Otlerf.f.t
which Henry R. ffiarrhs will, present
at the Kentucky Ott A*11 12 are,

Club Membership $1.00
Per Month.

Faultless Pressing Club
s. I kalfsfger,Prwieer.
Both 1:1

nes 1601.

.3

i

F-10A DVVAY

PADUCA11./(K

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Cirlauber's Sta.ble.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

•

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Incorpe

4

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N.Fourth St.

Phones'787

Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers delivered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The (kiurier-Journal
•
Louisville Times
st, Loule_arpuhlic
The Commercial-Appeal
The Record-Herald
Chicago Examiner
The Globe-Democrat
Chicago Tribune
The Fait-Dispatch
Nashville American
The News-Scimitar.
Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-Chronicle
Chicago Daily News

JOHN WILHELM

Local Circulator

Regiitter Office, 523 Broadway

•

esseentise

•
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THE PADUCAH EVE*IrIG SUN.

Women Inclined ALBERT WINFREY
to Constipatiom
CASE SUBMITTED

St
4

PAIN WRINKLES

Women, owing to their peculiar functions, are prone to constipation, and
many of their other ills are due to this
congestion in the bowels which fills the Charged With Murder of Owen
blood with impure m atter that permeates
ihe entire system. In most cases foul
Clark Last December
breath, bad complexion, sick headache
and such like ills are primarily caused
by constipation or indigeistion.
Women should be happy to lee-n of a Case of Self-Defe
nse
Apparently
remedy that cures constipation IVA
iitl'.:PYLIOR.
111Ad that has seek other Ingmdterts
Made Out By Defendant
as
Wolff
the blood and tone up all the dig tve
Tea remedy is Dr. Caldwell'. Syrup organs.
Yesterday.
Pepsin.

1

which can be bought at any dr= sure
for
Se Omits or RI a bottle. Women have
been
themselves with this remedy for sixteen curing
years.
and the offer of years age still stands to-day,
you buy Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin withthat
smdenstanding that It will do as claimed or the
your
stoney win be refunded.
This greet herb laxative compound is asotto/ally suited to the delicate system of women
becease or its gentle but promrt action, its pleasant
taste and its freedom from getPIK. It does
not
weaken like purgatives and cathartics. but
builds up and strengthens. It is a guaranteed
permanent cure and should be as steadily.
in
your home as in that of thousands off others.
Women use It themselves and gi ve It to children
in preference to any other laxative because
it is
guaranteed to do what a good laxative should
do, and does It gently. Yrs. Tyner. of
MR
Me.
Laren Ave., St. Louis, Me.. is glad to say that
it
cured her constipation and stomach trouble and
recommends tin) American womankind. She 18
but one of thousands who are loud in praise of It.
You who have never used is should begin today. You will date your freedom horn sickness%
to the day that YOU start the use of Dr. Cold.
well. Syrup Pepsin. Your druggist will
sell
YOU a betide under our absolute guarantee.

WIFE

OF

CLARK IS

AIN wrinkles make you look old, much sooner than
worry wrinkles, or any other-kind of Wrinkles.
P
Those pain wrinkles seem to petrify your face
into a look of constant anguish, that is actually painful to contemplate.
Now, the pains that so many women suffer, every
month, are just the pains that you fear the most and that do
you the most harm; for pairL is harmful, because of its weakening effect on the nerves.
Pain not only makes you LOOK old, but makes you
FEEL old. It literally WEARS you out before your time.
So, if you suffer as indicated, from any of the pains due
to the ailments peculiar to women, such as headache,,low
waist-pains, side-ache, leg-ache, numbness, dragging sensations etc., it is high time you did something to prevent their
coming upon you, with such persistent regularity, every moon.
The thing to do is to take Wine of Cardui,the well-know6
vegetable remedy for women's organic ailments. Prep:red
from ingredients which act curatively, on diseased or disc dered
womanly organs, Cardui has, for upwards of half 3/ century,
demonstrated its marvelous. efficacy in almost all firms of female disease, by its beneficial results in the caSes of over a
million suffering women.
/
,
Cardui has been successful in reliervitig and preventing
womanly ills and pains for others. Wjw not for you?
Cardui does not deaden the.ne s but vitalizes them and
gives them the strength to throw /off the disease that causes
the pain: It strengthens, build /and cures. It is a pure and
non-intoxicating tonic, absol ly harmless and sure to penefit
young or old. Sold everywhere. Try it.

MISSING

Albert Winfipey was acquitted this
morning o fthe -murder of Owen
Clark. He was defended by Attorneys Hal Corbett and Eugene Graves.
The trial of the case against Albert Winfrey for the alleged murder
of ,Owen Clark near Olivet church
five miles from Paducah on the Cairo
road oil the right of December 11,
1906, required just a half day, the
jury receiving it at adjournment of
Those wishing to try Dr. Calfafternoon. Leslie
wail's Syrup Hash before tuy- court yesterday
mg can have a tree sample battle sent to their home
tlY
Morris, ii farm hand on the Schaeffer
addressing the company. This offer is IJ prove that the
remedy will do as sjciaisn, and is only teen to these farm,
the prosecution's strongest ,
who have never ta'.en it. Send for it It you nave any
Val plass of s•omach, hrer or rowel disease. Gentlest witness, corroborated Winfrey's, and,
yet most effective taratne for children, women i.nd old
foari. A guaranteed, permanent home c.:se. THE other witnesses' story.
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and sure
Winfrey stated that he and Mrs.
as CM. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPS/N." Pus twodad
jteat Piety guarantee No. 17, Washington, D. 0,
Clark were old
sweethearts, and !
PEPSIN SYRUP Co.
Nash-r
10713sIdwsli Bldg., Siontioello, III. 'that when he returned from
vit:e on December 11 was told that.
Mrs. Clark and her husband
had
separated. He called her up to verify the report, and attempted to effect a reconciliation. She
invited
him out to talk the matter over,and
he went.
Mrs: Clark lived with her mother,
Lettuce
5 cents a bunch
Mrs. 011ie Schaeffer, and Winfrey
Sweet potatoes
-60 cents bushel
had just gotten seated vhen Clark
Irish potatoes
60 cents bushel
burst _ into the room with a tobasco
-Young -onions
rents bushel'
Greens
lb cents a bunch stick in one hand and a pistol in the
other. He' began
striking Winfrey
Beets
2 bunches 15 cents
with it, and Winfrey ran into the
Radishes
5 cents a bunch
yard. Clark knocked
hlrn off the
Stra w berries
10 cents box
porch and as Winfrey tried to scale
Grape fruit •
3 for 25 cents
the fence, Clark called out. "I am
Bananas
15 cents dozeir
going to kill you." At this Winfrey
Oranges
20 cents a dozen
turned and saw Clark pointing
a
Apples
30 cents a peck
pistol at his head He pulled his reChickens
40 to '15 cents
volver and shot twice, both taking
Turkeys
15 cents a lb
effect.
Clark dropped instantly killEggs
15 tents a dozen
Butter
25 cents a pound ed. Winfrey came to town and surRhubarb
5 cents bunch rendered.
Coroner Frank Baker, who 'found
Peas
10 cents a box
tile
dead body, with pistol and stick
Ham
17c lb
In hand, testified. The only witness
Sausage
-10c
lb
V
who did not testify was Mrs. Clark
Lard .
120 lb
who has seen missing since a few
days after the tragedy, _ .
The Vice Preskient's Gel.
•
It is an odd fact that the gavel
. used by the presiding officer of the
senate has no handle, like that used
by the speaker of the house, It is an
ivory contrivance, modestly orna6mented. of cylindrical shape, and ELECTED Foe HIGH SCHOOL
about four inches long. In wielding
BASEBALL TEAM.
It the vice president has to hold the
g,avesi labia hand Sir If It *ere a small
hammer without a handle. Ho* the
custom originated of proeidieg the Robert Fisher Will Be in Command,
on Field—New Uniforms, of
vice president with
a
handleless
Blue and White, Ordered.
gavel is pot knoen, though the °Meet senate attache cannot remember
wfien it was otherwise, just* as the
oldest senate attache cannot remem- , Robert Pneher will captain the
ber when the gold snuffbox that oc- ;linty railYeis of the High school base(Ulnas its ancient nlehe at the right ball
team tals season. Yesterday
of the vice president's raised deck afternoon he was elected by the pietywas not dutifully fnled every 'morn- era to lead. them to victory. No betin& although no statesman now pat- ter tueiection oould lee made we he is
ron!zes that once porttiar box for' en a hard worker and will get the best
gentle sneeze.--,
-Washington Herald. out of the team.
The Mats have been ordered and
The value of an experience depends the boys are anxiously welting for
They will, be blueupon 1.4e length of time that 4t-4a.ices their arrive-I.
gray with blue and white stockings.
to get over it.
Practice is being' held regularly and
Only those things that are put In- when continued warm weather opens
up they will be ready for games.
to Eying are -leaned.

FREE TEST

TODAY'S MARKETS

Is

0

NEW CAPTAIN

•
•

I'%GE THItEE.

Ii

Willsom=leemor

At
All
Druggists

IFCAliMil
Woman's Relief

"A Perfect Wreck"
Pinetta, Va., Jan. 16, 1907.
Wine of Car dui has been a God-send to rne, for I was
bad off,
as my neighbors can testify. I keep it in the h6use all
the
time
and
whenever I feel bad I fly to Cardui. Before taking it,
I
had
suffere
d
for about six years and the pains I had I shall neverlorget.
I
suffere
d
with dreadful headache, backache, dull aching pains shooti
ng
all
over
.me, and such pains low down,(thought, many a time, I
was
die. I tell you I was a perfect wreck. My doctor is a fine going to
man and
he did all he could, but I got no better. At last I began
to
take
We
of Cardui, and began to improve. Now I am.stronger,
can
go
obt,
walking, stand on my feet, feel a great deal better, and the
pains
and
aches have described are all gone. I want every sufferi
know what Cardui has done for me. It saved my life. ng woman to
H
3
MRS. H. W. IsoN.

In
$1.00
Bottles

THIS BOOK IS FREE!

"Home Treatment for Women"
is a valuable 64-page, illustrated book, carefully prepared to give
useful Information about
the home treatment of female diseases.
It also gives hints on diet, exercise and the
general rules of right 'Piing. A copy will be mailed FREE, postage p7epatd,
to any lady
filling in this coupon and mailing it to: THE CHATTANOOGA
MEDICINE CO., Pub.
Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn.
. Please send me by mail prepaid your 64-page book
-Home Treatment for Women,"

Name
Street or R. F. D
Postoffice
County

State'

,a.

Lantz's
RED KIDNEY PILLETS

.

Cure or Your
Money Back.
Lants's Red Kidney FilletsIP
bre

case

sittarstnteed

of

any

to care

Bright's

Disease,

(except in the laht stages)
Lumbago, Diabetes, Attenuant/ant, !holey, &tome

in the
Bladder and. all Kidney dis-

g
•

eases, if taken faithfully. meCOI/1111)g to directions. if they
don't, we refund your money.
This guarantee is

in

every

bee.
Call at- mar store and get.
tee, days' trial treattnent
free; notice- the imntediate
benefit you get.

GILBERT'S
Drug Store
4th and Broadway
.hitent for original Alletretti
Oandles
a-grr

LOOK ST 0E11 - OFFERS IN
THE IVA,NT COLUMN TODAY.
E HAVE OTHERS.(X/NIE TO
EK US.
H. C. HOLLINS,
TRUEHEART BUILDING. •

KAISER UNWINDS RED TAPE.

CHECKS BARIES.
the state board of health, who was AGREEMENT WITH
CANADA
dressed to the other might be dub--invited to .come here and confer
OVER POSTAL nxrus ject to a rate of one cent for each
Sent Cheek for f$4,00111 to Witten SufJohn Henry Wins Thanks of Mothers with the cRy board of health in refour ounces or fraction thereof on
ferers Four Months Ago.
gard to bettering sanitation in Paat a Dance.
bulk package, prepaid
by
Washington. April II, -At a con- each
duesh.'has written from Chicago that
stamps affixed.
Berlin, April 3
ference
between
The BerlInget
Postmast
er
General
There are hal rooms, dealt rooms, he can not come before the latter
Zeltung says the kaiser sent a check
part of May, as he is starting out Lemieux. of Canada. and Postmaster
for $6,000 to aid the sufferers by the beggage 'roonis, pare*: canna and
A Bad Dream—"How did the ChiGeneral Meyer. of the United States,
Old Miser Starves to Death.
many other different kinds of PO011iel on a five weeks lecturing tour of In
, dynamite explosion et
this city today an agreement was nese get their lets& of a dragon as
Witten four
the
west
from
Chicago.
Philade:phie, Pa., April 3.— Matfor the safe keeping of artioies in homonths ago. He was serprured
reached to amend the postal conven- their national emblem?"
to
thew Hanford, who was once a Billfreceive no acknowledgement, and or- tels, club houses and other inauttto"I don't know." answered the untion existing between the two counCH.INCE FOR SUN HEADERS.
old for the hand of Mile Dundas Lipdered an inquiry. He was informed (ions. but it hole,; a Padunahan to
scientific person, "bust It probably had
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months the money weal passing from "baby room" is the bet suet wrinkle,
tising valite, we have made arrange- cals. known as second class matter, Washington Star.
miser's life, was, found dead from on.. official
to another, and had just and John ifeary, an Illinois Central ments
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with bang Bros., the popular between the two countries. Canada
starvation in miserable lodgings topipe fitter is the originator. Mon- druggists
reached the suffe.rers.
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day evening the annual. ball of the selling medicine
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union
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carried bablei.
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"What is to be done
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ly a few inches to answer inquiries jin anti-gambling law, which prohib- ed assibe watched the dance, holding
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first
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time
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an
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A Home Telepholle
At your service every minute of
the day or night. Call Contract
Department No.650. Order now.

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.
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hande with a gesture of despair and er newspapers toted hese learned
returned to, Scotland.
ithe truth an easily as did* The Sma,
The list of Mayor Dunne's legal land they either knew that the board
APTENNOON AND WEEKLY
advisers, who have endeavored
to intended to reduce the requirements
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. nject a modicum of common sense end, intentionally suppressed the inin to the traction solution, and who formation, in order that the objects (X)NSIrMIER IN DISCOVERED Si
INOORPoKATED
T. M FISHER, Freddie&
joined the ranks of the supporters of the board might be aceomplished
PiTTMOURG MAIN.
M. IL PKETON, General Manager.
of the compromise franchise is a with as little notoriety as possible,
IDIOCKIPTION 'writes
elitabarea at the no•toffice at Patusek, ong and distinguished one.
or they did not exercise that degree
iy.„ am second class matter
What caused the municipal own- of watchfulness of events, that the.
Poor Fellow Wbo Untested Scheme to
THE DAILY aIIII
Sy terrier, per week
.11 Al ership agitation and the resultant interests of the public deserve at the
Make Ashes Combustible Hite
By mall, per month, in advent!. .26 elevation of Dunne in Chicago, is hands of the pmts. The Sun beers
On New Idea.
what
has
such
agitation
produced
in
By mail, per year, in advance.=. E-50
no malice toward Professor Bugg and
other big cities of the country, bad
THE WEEKLY SUN
we shell refrain from doing anything
Walf veer. by mall. po tags paid...$1.1111 service,
and disregard of the rights
Address THE MIN, Paducah. Ky.
that would
mittate against his
Pitteburg, April 3.—John Etilmore,
Odlee. 111 South Third.
Phones MI of the public. Chicago's transporta- maintenance of discipline in
the
Payne a Young. Cassese see Now tion system was more than a jest.
the Altoona cobbler who invented a
High
proyear.
But
school
next
we
fork representatives.
In a city growing at a starting pace,
tested from the highest possible mo- proems by Whicia he can burn ashes,
THE SUN can be found at the Seilliewthe system, already inadequate, desg places:
tives
against the redection of the re- has aocideotaile stumbled onto the
E. D. Clements•NI
teriorated.
The people could not
Van Culla Bros.
quirements for principal of the High fact that his compound for making
Palmer House.
stand it longer, and they were will.
school, and today we deplore this ac- ashes burn also almoet eeleoUY doea
John Wilhelm's.
ing to listen
to the voice of the
tion on the part of the school board, away with smoke as well. This fact
quaCks and agitators. They Bailee
which cen oniry injure the public came to light today when Elimore
manifested the weakness of a free.
sehool
system
Paducah. The was giving a demonedetien of his
in
unthinking
Recognizing
people.
school
situation
here
is distressing. new invention in a downtown office
their legislators as, in the first place,
building.
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through
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All
unfortunate
wrangle
their representatives, their first conwhich
developed
at the beginning of • In the building where the test was
ceived specific for the evils was legCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
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school
year. The Sun being made are two immense fernislation, and the most drastic rememaintained silence except when the sees, .each with a eeparate smokerecommende
that
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itself
d
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to
Mareh-1907.
was
exasperated fancies
was municipal schools themselves were directly af- stack. One of the furnaces
March 1..3885
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fected. Now, the time has come cleaned out this morning, and for
ownership.
That
would
a
be
blow
March 2..3846
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that would hurt the traction mag- when we must speak out Inetead of six 'hours nothing wee burned in it
March 4..3890
March 19...3871
been
nates most, and he a balm to their heeding recommendations from the but coal and ashes that had
March 5..3808
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compound.
Ellmore's
hveated
In
with
head
of
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schools,
this
aggrieved
school
spirits.
municipal
So,
board
ownMarch 6..3891
efarch 21...3872
Is taking its orders from subordinates the other furnace ordinary sofa coal
ership
was—and
it
Dianne.
Then
the
March 7..3891
March 22...3775
traction magnates saw they had in the departments, and as long as was burned. From the furnace that
March 8..3876
March 23...3806
gone
too far, and they tegan to sug- this condition exists, chaos will reign. was burning soft ooal an immense
March 9..3820
March 25...3870
compromise
gest
, ending with offer- For twelve years a succession
of volume of Mack smoke eonstantly
March 11..3846
March 26...3772
ing
to
eruptions
accept
has
franchise
a
marked
would
that
the
progress
of poured, while from that in which the
March 12..3895
March 27...3776
insure good services. That was all education in Mee-eh, and' untese in- ashes were 'being burned came nothMarch 13..3943
March 28...3823
the people were seeking. So, when subordination ceases in some quarters ing but a soft, white vapor, similar
!March 14..3848
March 29...3809
the issue came between municipal and the superintendent and a board to that whicb arises from coke. These
March 15..3783
March 30...3812
ownership and the principle of pri- chosen for by the patrons of the conditions continued during the en
Total
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vate ownership, naturally the latter schools are ailowed to run things,
Average for March, 1907
a tire time that the test was being
3e44
won.
made.
'houseclean
ing
that
-will
sweep
Average for March, 1906
the
3790
The people of Chicago turned to obsterperous element out of
F. J. McPherson, chief engineer of
Increase
the
54
municipal ownership only in their schools altogether will
building, and Peter Smeltzer, the
the
Personally appeared
necessary.
be
before me,
.assistant engineer, made affidavit to
this April 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- desperation as the helpless, hopeeral manager of The Sun, who af- less invalid turns to the first panaThere are three elements entering the effect that the invention of EUTore not only burned ashes seeress
erms that the above statement of cea that is offered. When they were into the action of the school
board
fully, but also that it almost wholly
the circulation of The. Sun for the proffered in another and more prac- in regard to the contract with
Supereliminated smoke.
Eelmore
Month of march, 1907, is true to the tical way the very benefit they intendent-elect Qarrnagey.
was
In the test
nought. they discarded the verierm
best of bla -Itoos•l'etise and---betteI
place Clerk Byrd undertook to read about as eilirea surprised are eriefehe
dream of Hearstism, and voted for
PETER PURYEAR,
in the minutes of the previous meet- when he was informed of the latest
the franchise, even more significantly
Notary Public
ing
that Professor Oarnagey had been (Recovery.
My commission expires January than they did for the Republican can- elected
The tests this afternoon prove that
for one year, beginning Audidate for mayor. On second thought
22, 1908.
E'Imore's discovery is a succese. For
gust
1.
When
he
was
corrected,
anno American
citizen comprehends
Mx hours the Mg furnace was fed
commercial enterprise in the scheme other trustee admitted that the board
with treated aehes and coal, the proANNOUNCEMENTS.
had
taken
,no
formal
action,
of government. It can hardly be imbut said
portion
of the latter being decreased
For Mayor.
that
the caucus agreement was for a
agined that in a city like Chicago
The Sun Is authorized to announce
until only one-third of coal was used WAS EXCEEDED BY THE BOARD
the people would expect an adminis- eontrect commencing
August
1.
OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Charles Reed as a candidate for
to two-thirds of treated ashes. Heretration to operate a stnet caer line That is the moral side of the iseue.
mayor, subject to any action of the
one-third of ashes have been
successfully, when it has shown it- In the second place Superintendent tofore
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Democratic party.
used to two-thirds of coal. During
Lieb
was
elected
self incapable of maintaining
for
a
year
commencan
The Sun is authorized to announce
honest, efficient police department. ing last September. The report of the whole time the furnace gave out Councilman John Williamson ProThomas B. Harrison as a candidate
If we had a king and under him were the meeting at which he was elected far greater heat than did the furnace
duces Some Authority for His ,
for mayor subject te the action of the
Objection to Procedure.
hereditary lords, and all of them in ale local papers sleted this fact, in which coal was being used eveluDemocratic primary May 2, 1907.
sively, and the ammint of steam
were dominated with the highest de- and the election took
place
five
For City Assessor.
Ellgree of patriotism and honor, and months before the contract as entered generated was also greater.
The Sun is authorized to announce
more's friends decjare that his inall of them were men of the highest into. That is the legal side of
the
J. W. Orr as a candidate for the ofIn letting contracts for repair work
vention is surpassing their expeotaorder of intellect, municipal owner- issue. The profestrionel aspect
of the
fice of City Asseseer, subject to the
at the city 'lighting pleat, the board
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every
way.
in
ship—nay, its logical consequence case has to do with Profeseor
Carna
action of the Democratic primary
of pupae works has overstepped its
communism—would
be practicable. gey himself.
Knowing him to he
May 2, 1907.
thinks Councilman. John
authority
But since egoism is a factor always to what he professes to be,
a thorough).
The Sun is authorized to announoe
Williamson, and he is not alone.
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be considered in human affairs, and ethical school man,
we are confident
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
There are others who are of the seine
THE WANT 0011eUMN TODAY,
men will work hardest for their own he will not enter
Into a contract to
office of city assessor, subject to the
opinion, and so strengly did they beWE HAVE OTHERS. COME TO
interests, we must always expect to which there is a
actSon of the Democratic party.
legal her, and over
lieve it that several attorneys were
SEE US.
find the best service employed in pri- which hangs a
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For City Treasurer.
consulted, and the city charter and
H. ('. HOLLINS.
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J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
It may cause some surprise
Monday night Councilman John
to
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the office of City Treasurer subject
lehrn that the department
of the
Walliamson asked the city solicitor
themselves and their party. In other
to the action of the Democratic party.
interior is compelling
western railYOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
words the more departments and the
if the board of public, works was leFor City Attorney.
reads to stop and unload
and water Every dose wakes you feel better. I..ar-Pce gally acting in ignoring the council
more employes under a city adminThe Sun is authorized to announce
keeps your whole Inside* right. Sold on the
Stec* every 28 hours.
Most western money-back plan
istration the stronger the machine,
in letting contracts.
everywhere Price 60 cents.
the candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr.,
roads have been In the habit
of waand the less dependence on popular
"By virtue of Erection, 3125 of the
as a candidate for city attorney subtering the stock and then
unloading
support for maintenance in office.
Norway's
statutes the duties of a suKentucky
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as
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ject to the action of the Democratic
it.
yields a greaier revenue than
There Is a time coming when the
its perintendent of public works sheel
primary, May 2, 1907.
relatione of public service corporafisheries.
he the frame as, those of the board of
Some of the concrete
tions to the public will be
!sidewalks or.
public works." a member of the counmore
Daily Thought.
thoroughly understood than at pres- Rroadway are cracking and bulging.
Air that has been inhaled has a cil stated this morning. "We have
They should be repaired
There is no letter touchstone of ent; but that
before the higher electricae conductivity than s
enderstanding will be
no superintendent of public works but
guaranty expires.
everything than time, which shows worked out
normal air.
in the franchise, not
have a board of public works, eith4r
the mind of man in his breast.—So- through
the theory of municipal ownbeing legal trnder the charter Of'the'
phoebes.
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March Is • Trying Month.
frond clans. Turning to the section
"Nor love, nor honer, wealth nor .of the charter relating to the raper
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power,
doeeen't the newspaper that
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Good citizenship and the hard, wa.s so indignant
Can give the heart a cheerful hour,
over star (hamber
Way.
roads:"
honest sense of typical American sessions
When health is lost. Be timely wise.
of previous !wheel boards
Superintendent of l'utilic Works.
people triumped over Heartaism and say
With health all taste of pleasure
something about the methods of
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men, for a term of two wars; and he
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rage Is a strong Democratic city, but
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board cot aldermen. But said superyear.
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A BACKWARD STEP.
offer1ngs of Spring, checks,
wealth control the elections in Chidiet, air, water, exercise and other law reads plainly that the board of
We assume no airs on account of
stripes, Waldo and 'solid oarcago, else Dunne never could have
public works shall simply carry out
natural hygienic measures, too.
been elected. Hiving gotten Into of- the fact that The Sun was the only
A trite saving is "Seeing is believ- he work authorized' by the general
fice he sent to Edinburg. Scotland, newspaper In Paducah to foreeast
ing," se I 'ball be pleased to refer council."
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for a munielpal ownership expert to the action of the shoo] board lase
Councilman Williamson will oPPowe
you, if eou are interested, to any num
come over and • Freest him in install- Meat in reducing the requirements
new ileitis* at The New Wore.
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and
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seccces of mutifelpid ownership In One was the may newwpaper that oxnarrate' condition.
Chaplain of Texas iforv,, Attacks
tlwt purpose is attributable
Mileage. The eitepeNt took it look ewer
Call me at 1407 or call at My Mlles,
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the fled, studied American municipal ienlY to the exclusive interest The Bun
516 Broadway, at any time between
government. end
incidentally rhieid ',has taken in the matter of maintainII and 12 a. in, or I and 5 rt. is. Dr.
Atietin, Texas, April 1
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up Dunne. Then be threw up Ikla iltig 4140-elleadiord of tale echoole. Ott•
1, heft*, of the hou4e of reprobontsG. S. life•fe.
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the Vabucab Sun.

SPRING -SUIT THOUGHTS
SUNSHINE again! With it comes
thoughts of that new Spring Suit
you have promised yourself. With that
thought we trust you mill couple the
name of this store, where your conception of all that is desirable in a suit Will
be realized.
The continued patronage of wells
dressed men shows that our clothing
can be depended upon to satisfy.
Suits of the new broken check and
plaid patterns in the handsome grays,
blues and the smart brown and olive
mixtures.

.14411* I

AUTHORITY

Single and Double Breasted Cut
$7.50, $10, $12.50, $15 to $22.50
Everything now blossoms with spring
freshness and choosing at this writing
will be an easy task.

323
Broadway

tives this morning In his prayer
the opening of the session said:
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PISTOL.

"Hundreds of men in the state are Official After Fugitive Fined $20 in
today cursing the laws reCently euGeorgia for Being Armed.
acted. Why do they not come and
curse the lawmakers? Perhaps they
Columbia, S. C., April 3.—Sheriff
have a wholesome fear that their
Raben, of Aiken county, in this state,
teeth will be knocked down
their
was arrested, in
Jefferson county,
throats by the fists of the smart kmGeorgia,
charged
with
carrying a pismakers. Hundreds of thousands are
blessing those laws; why not bless tol. He was convicted, the sentence
the men that passed them?"
being 52,0 fine dr four months on tiw
The recent enactment I Of reform chain gang. The South Carolina oflegislation has carded the members ficia1 wee irmed with requisition paf1 the legislature to be the subject pers -keel Governor Terse* and was
of considerable
criticism, which endeavoring to arrest a fugitive from
prompted the chaplain to speak as this state. The matter has Just come
he did.
to light.
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New Exclusive
Shirt Offerings
$1.50 and $2.00

at ARREST SHERIFF

The

4
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Waistcoats
The new Waistcoats for this

•

Spring are distinctive because of the
unusual beauty and richness of texture and the novelty of cut.
We are showing all the latest
fabrics, both domestic and imported,
fresh from the studios of the world's
great designers.
Your attention is especially
directed to the English Serges and
French Flannels in Plaids, stripes
and overplaids—thrge-button styles.
In washable materials, a style which
bids for the favor of particular men is

Ghe Coat Vest
is made of the same material,
back and front, and is intended for
wear without the coat--priced from
It

$3.50 to $10.00
Spey are beauties.

Others from

$1.00 up

Ir.
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lag this afternoon gt the parish
house of Grace episcopal church.
The program is a rnisiceilaneaous one.
Mrs. Edward Bringhurst will present
the paper on "Miracle and Mystery
Rlayo-The Oratorio." The leaders FROM BUGGY AND ALBERT PARare Miss Lula Reed and Miss Mamie
KINS WAS HURT.
Mayfield Girl Complimented.
O'Brien. On the program are: Mrs.
Mite Cameron Boone, of Mayfield,
Flournoy, Misses
David
Newell,
Ky., who.Is visiting the family of A.
Bradshaw, Ham, Ed*, and Messrs.
Cochran,
of
at
West Hill, sang
the
B.
A. (Doc) Parkins, a well known
Robert and Richard Scott,
AMERICAN MITTENS AND GLOVES.
Christian church at the marnang servsaloon man of Mechanicsburg, was
ices yesterday the beautiful song,
seriously injured in jumping front
Miss Eloise Bradshaw returned to
"I'm a Pilgrim." Miss 13oone has a
his buggy during a runaway
this
Belmont coliege, Northville, Tenn.,
splendid contralto voice
of
great
morning at 8:30 o'clock, and will be
today, after spending Easter with her
range and power. Her
words are
confined to his bed for several weeks.
parents, -Mr. and Mirs. W. F. Bradclearly spoken, one of She attributes
Parkins resides at 147 Parley
shaw.
which few good singers nooses.. With
place and keeps a saloon on Meyers
Mrs. Elisabeth Dunn, of Birmingout doubt Miss Boone is OW of the
street. He was driving near the Bapham, is risitiug her daughter, Mrs.
best and most pleasing soloists who
tist church on Ashbrook avenue In
Roberts.
has visited Chicasha for a long time G. A.
company with George Starrett, when
Alderman Charles Baker and famand the music loving people are in
a trace came undone.
ily returned yesterday from Savanhopes she may be induced to remain
Starrett Jumped oat and started
nah, Tenn., after attending the funhere. -Chickasha litelly Express.
for the horse to adjust the loose
eral. of Mrs. Anna C. Barnhill, who
Miss Boone is a niece of Mrs. Jacob
trace. The horse shied and started.
died in Los Angeles, Cal.
Weil, of this city, and is often a popMr. and Mrs. Chas. S. Simms, of Parking jumped and len in such a
ular visitor in Paducah
Nashville, are the parents of a new manner as to break his right leg beboy, Chas, S. Jr. • Mr. Simms was low the knee, and ankle badly lacer
The Woman's Club Chic Meeting.
ated, and bruised his arms and informerly manager of the
Armour
The Woman's club will meet in
flicted a serious scalp wound. He
company here.
regular session tomorrow afternoon
Attorney G. C. Diuguld will go to was taken home and Drs. Troutman
at the parish house of Grace EpiscoHopkineville this afternoon on pro- and Sears dressed his injuries.
pal church. The business session will
The buggy was wrecked and the
business.
fessional
4••••
Irem04.4.0•••••■•14.
44.4.
•••••
begin promptly at 2 o'clock. At 3
horse ran Into the conntry, where It
received yesterday by Dr.
A
cable
o'clock there will be an open meetwas caught. and later returned to
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 41-6.
County Court.
ing In charge of the Civics depart- W. 0. Bailey, of Louisville, announctown.
-For Cscipeland's stable phone 100
F, G. Rudolph, public administras ment of the club. Talks in the in- ed that Mrs. William 0. Bailey and
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath,
40034 tor, yesterday qualified as SPIntinistra. terest of improvements along civic the Misses Rieke had arriver in AthBroadway. Phone 196.
tor of Lizzie Leonard, who commit- lines will be made. Mr. Saunders A. ens from Constantinople where they
toe
Egyptian
-Drink Belvedere, the master ted suicide Saturday night ty taking Fowler, the owner of "Edgewood." went after making
•
trip.
brew.
carbolic acid and laudanum.
will speak ort l'Ptattical Gardening."
40
BROADWAY
FRONT
ON
yesterday
left
Blanton
Mien
for
G.
-Belvedere draught beer on tap
Mary E. Morgan, power of attorney Dr. Delia Caldwell of the board of
AND SIXTEENTH STREET. FINat the Palmer House bar.
to Emma Blackford.
health, will talk on "Pure Food." Dr. Detroit to accept a position with the
EST
BUILDING SITE IN PADUCAH.
Harvester
International
company. Mr.
-Belvedere beer is a tome proD. G. Murrell, president of the
ELEGANT STABLE ON LOT. EASY
Allen
of
is
Attorney
a
nephew
D.
H.
duct. Remember that.
board of park commissioners will
Circuit Court.
TERMS. APPLY JOHN W. HEILER.
-Commencing at once, all
Ice
Clyde .Greenway, malicious cut- stress "Paducah Beautiful", and Hughes, and 'his home is In Morganfield.
a
He
resident
has
been
of
Pacream delivered at residences will be ting, ontinued.
Judge William
Marble
will give-Rhodes, Burford Co. are giving
sent C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson.
011/11.A5 Abbott, embezzlement, con- points on "Civic Beauty in General." ducah for two years and was con- a series
of cooking demonstrations
-Plain City lodge of Masons last tinued; He is charged with embez- The musical numbers will be vocal nected with the' freight office of the
this week, which are largely attended
evening conferred the fellow
craft zling over $7,000 from the Ameri- solos by Mrs. ,Jatrigh Weille, Miss Ilainois Central.
Incorporated.
by housewives. Miss Craig, of BiosC. K. Wheeler and D. it Hughes
degree on two, and elected thieve cam- can-German National bank.
Ethel Canard, and Mr. Edwin J. Platon,ewho has given demonstrations
didatee. for initiation.
•
have gone -to Chicago on business.
G....Q._:Tiedall,_ebtaiating Money_ by, ten, _
for Rbodes-Burford here before Is In
- -ass.
carnateantlaillifte Per-402M
.S -P.
'eliretertiltee "eritifffilrett-- -terry- and W.- T.
charge, and will be pleased to have
FOR SALE OR RENT-roar roam
at Brunson's 5219 Broattway.
SneCeSiS of Flower Carnival Assured. Threlkeld. of Sndithiand, were In a:1 ladies in Paducah attend the
dent
home. Apply 1725) Madison.
the
city today on business.
-Wedding Invitations, announceCriminal Docket.
The final rehearsal for the Carnionstrations which are given every
ments and every character of en- Filed away-Pearson' & Mitchell, val of Flowers was successfully carMrs. George Sweeney, of Boston.
FOR R-ENT-Coco cola building.
morning at 10 and at 2 in the aftergraved work Is given careful, person- furnishing liquor to mintors; C. H. ried through last evening at the Mass, arrived today to visit Mrs.
Fifth -and Jackson. Phone 222.
noon.
Barber, breach of the peace; Bud, Kentucky theater, and was a prom- John S. Bleecker at 504 North Fifth
al attention at the Sun job office.
WANTED-White woman to do
-With every one dollar cash pur- Tucker, breach of the peace; Dick ise of the beauty and pleasure of the street, Mrs. Sweeney comes from
general house work. Apply 726 Jet-Baptist Sunday school teachers
chase L. W. Herineberger Co., Inc., Tucker and C. Anderson, disturbing coming event. The stage decorations Nashvire, Tenn., where she has been
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
Lesson.
,
• ill
met last night socially at the homt
The House of Quality, will give one public worship; Annie Cox, nuisance. will be very effective and will be in for several weeks the guest of Mrs.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicyof W. E. Covington, 717 Jefferson
FOR
Three
SALEroom
houses
admission ticket free to the electric
Goab Koerner, guise nee, d is- the national rotors, red, white and Hamilton Parks, of West End avecles, 326-328 South Third street.
street.
North 12th street. Good investment
nrissed.
theater, next door,
blue. The letters D. A. R. over the nue.
FOR SALE-Fresh Jersey cow, property, is price asked. Submit ofCharles Graham, furnishing liquor stage will - be brought out in red.
-Mr. Jetties P. Smith, the young
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tandy, of
fers to H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
BOY-wanted 311% Broadway,
1004 South Fourth.
white and blue
globes, a graceful Frankfort, who have been
merchant, is the latest Peshicahan to to a minor, $.50 fine.
visiting
HORTON-SLNE-the-painters and Building, Real Estate and Rentals.
FOR
SALE- West
Harrison
compliment to the
chapter from Mrs. Edmund P. Noble, left yestergo in for autornotraing. He purJ. J. Barnhart, gaming, $20.
street
near
paperhangers.
Old phone 2001. •
Fountain
FOR SALE-Brick stores. We
avenue,
4
room
Four cases against Warren Tony, Foreman Bros.
day for a stay at Dawson for the benchased from Mr. F. E. Lack a two
cottage
with
necessary
out
have
them in various parts of the
buildings,
went
on
carnival
seats
fOr
the
The
furniture.
efit
of
Mr.
SALE--Household
alias
Tandy's
cylind.er Roo machine.
Franklyn, an
FOR
health. Mrs. Noalleged green
$1,300, third cash, balance $20 per Apply 219 North Sixth.
city at various prices. Call at our of-City subscribers to the Daily goods operator, were continued. Two reserve this morning and the box ble and little Elizabeth Reed Tandy
month. See Hollins, Trueheart
fice. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and
Son who wish the delivery of their are for converts's another's money office reports a very large sale be- will go to Dawson tiemorrow.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
Rea,
1 Estate and Rentals.',
Rentals Trueheart Building.
Miss Bertha Fole4`of New York,
papers stopped must notify our col- to 'his own use and two for grand ta.r- fore noon, every indication points to
137
Levin.
night.
Friday
house
capacity
for
SALE
a
-Acre,
WANTED WEN EVERYWHERE
property
within
to'visit
Miss
arrived
yesterday
lectors or make their requests di- seny.
Ethel
FOR RENT -Furnished front
city limits, excellent opportunity for
-Good pay-to distill:tete circular's
The gallery will be open that night Brooks of North SevIetth street.
rect to Tns Sun office. No attention
room. Apply at 509 Washington St.
and perfect order will be enforced.
adv. matter, tack signs, etc. No can.
Miss Mary Morton, of Auburn, large profits to be realized by subdiwill be pall to each orders when
Civil Docket.
LOTHES cleaned, pressed, revassing. National Adv. Bureau, Chigiven to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Diam'seed-Effie
against J. B. Fifty cents for reserved seats and Ky., is the guest of the Misses Mor- viding and selling in lots. Price $300
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
cago,
-Drink Belvedere 'the Patchicath ('Petty era in st Petty; Mergen- 15 cents for general admission will ton, 612 Broadway, en
route to per acre. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate
ASK your grocer for Smith &
be the gallery charges
Campbell, Mo., to vita their sister, and Rentals, Trueheart Building.
beer.
thaler-Horton
Basket
LEFT OVER- We have a few
company
Butz's
Bread and Cakes. Telephone'
There will be a matinee on Satur- Mrs. Bert F. Wallace!
-Arthur Simon, the
7-year-old against Ramphandal
FOR SALE-Residence on North
spring wagons and buggies that we
69-a.
many
afternoon in order that
boy whoa. was tiacy injured Sunday,
Dr., R. H. itarks, ti2f.1
:ienton, at- 7th street, haying eigh.t. rooms, in;
,
must get out of our,wayl,a.nd to de
M. V. Cherry. a grand jiir.er, was day
'at 'Fourth street and excused and E. C. Carter substituted. whecannat attend the-tight perferm- teniled the meeting of the begird of
FOR REN:-T--inird lieer ore?
'
adding reception- bar 'close to Thiswill Sell it ri` bargain, If sold at
Broadway by an automobile, was re- E. B. Harbour, a petit juror was ex- ance may be enabled to see it. There pensions commissioners here today. mess section of city all modern con- Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th once. Sexton Sign Works 16th and
will be no reserved seats at the matimoved from RIverside,hospitai to hts cused and S. M. Ware substituted.
Superintendent A. H. Egan, Road- veniences; $3.700, H. S. Hollins, St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
Madison. Phone 401.
nee and the general prices will be 60 master A. F. Blaess and
home, 312 Jackson street.
TWO iady solicitors wanted- at
Supervisor Real Estate and RentlTs: Trueheart
FOR SALE-Beautiful high and
cents for adults and 35 cents ter W. C. Waggener, of the
Building,
-We give you better carriage and
once.
Barksdale Bros.
Co., 201 dry lots on convenient payments 18th
Grand Jury Reports.
children.
division of the Illinois Central, were
better service for the money, than
FOR SALE-My automobile, a two South Third.
In the first report of the grand
and Harrison, also Faxon's Addiin Paducah last night looking after cylinder 190r5 model Queen. 14 has
is given by any transfer company In jury
WANTED-To buy peafowl ben. tion. Prices from $150 to $300. H.
five indictments were returned
Birthday Party.
Enjoyable
local improvements to the road.
America. Fine carriages for special as
been thoroughly overhauled this sea- Ring 653 old phone, or address P.1 C. Hollins, Trueheart Building.
follows:
Miss Henrietta Earnhardt enteroccasions on short notice, also eleWade
States
deputy
non and is in good condition. Price H. T., care Sun. Brown,
United
Stonewall Ferguson, known as tained a number of friends most
FOR SALE- Nine year old black
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
marshal, 'and wife, went to Murray $450 ca.st. I shall be pleased to
"Stony" Ferguson, for wilfully mur- pleasantly
about sixteen hands, weight
home,
FOR
SALE-Improved
Ormas
incuSouth
520
home,
at
her
-Just received, Spaulding's new
show ft to any interested person at
dering Gus Morris at Eighth
and Sixth street last evening, in celebra- this morning.
bator; 80 eggs, good as new; cheap. 1100 Ms, City broke and well adaptbaseball guide for 1907. R. D. Clem- Campbell
streets several weeks ago.
Mr. Frank Theoboid, of the Illi- any time. Richaid Rudy, care the Telephone 1789.
ed for driving or light delivery. Aption of her 14th birthday. The hours
ents & 0o.
Morris wa talking with May Gornois Central shops, is 111 and unable Citizens Savings Bank,
were eiroyably spent with prunes and
ONE nice front room furnished for ply Paducah Pottery Co.
-With every one dollar cast pur- don, and Ferguson was
to he on duty.
coming up'
WE ARE In position to give close
music. Delightful refreshments were
rent. Bath and all modern' conveni- -FOR SALE- Vacant lot 66i17i
chase L. W. Henneberger (Jo., Inc., behind intoxicated. He
Mr. Roy Judd, the Illinois Central attention to the collection of rents
staggered
ft. for wholesale or storage house
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
The House of Quality, will give one against the woman and Morris rep- served. Among those present were: machinist, Is 'slowly .mproving at
and securing tenants for vacant
Da.rnhardt, Ida
LABOVERS WANTED - Ten, to 911 South Second street, between Adadmission ticket free to the electric rimanded him. Without parley Fer- Mudge Grief. Ila
Riverside hospital.
property. If you want a tenant or a
Dean Trainer. North Trainer, Opal
report at Third and Ohio tomorrow ams and Jackson. Bargain, See I. D.
theater, next door.
guson pulled his hand from his pockpurchaser, place your offers with us.
Sanders, 318 South
Sixth. Phone
Halite
Brandon.
Elizabeth
Willsoti.
-Combined saddle and harrnese et and stabbed the young man, who
WATER NOTICE.
Telephone 127, H. C. Hollins, Real morning. G. F. Weikel. ccntractor. 765.
Robinson,
Starks,
Bessie
Mary
Pearl
homers are a ddstinct type and breed. died a few moments later, Ferguson
FOR SALE CHEAP flood small
Petrone of the -Water Company are Estate and Rentals, Trueheart BuildEttemm, Ethel Harper, Jacy Starner,
SALE-Lot between ?nunthey are high-elase drivers and five- escaped and is still at large.
buggy home, sr( good quality. Ading.
reminded
that
their
rent!'
expired
Georgie
tea
May
White,
avenue
Lee,
and 18th !greet facing
lain
Rabgaited saddlers. Combined homes
dress 220 Broadway, phone 899-r.
One against Holt Billingsley, HarMarch 314 and those who desire to
WANTED-We solicit
your ren50 feet on- Monroe and running hack
are the most beautiful and the most ry Allen and Fl R Harvick. charged ble Young, Elsie Smith. .me Pace.
WANTED-AP experienced cook,
renew this quarter Should do no be- tal accounts. Close attention is given
feet to alley. Price 1650. H.
165
In demand; command a ready sale. with selling to Brown Brooks, a mi- Well Radford, Fred Earnhardt.
fore it is forgotten. All premises by this once to all contracts given Beet of references required. Apply Q. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals,
and bring the highest prices of any nor, liquor.
property In
our F. H. Rieke.
Announcement of Recent Wedding. not peid on or before the 10th of for repair!' on
Trueheart Building,
Two against E. R. Herrick
for
sof the breeds. The stallion "Rebel
Announcement hay been made here April wile, he discontinued, and the charge. Collections mach' promptly ---FITRNITURIO EXCHANGE, 205
Mort
it Met-Two brick
and
Dare," King Pin of the Paducah selling liquor to Solon Gillen
of the marriage in Clarksville on rose of shutting off and turning on when due. H, C. Hotline, Real Estate South Third, buys furniture and muses. Eleventh and Broadway, one
Horse Show 1906, now at the Lang Brown Brooks, minors.
and
Rentals, Trueheart Building. stovee. New phone 900-a.
March 19 of Mr. George
Howard water will be onc
hones,
business
brick
two-story
for
One against Hot Billingaley
farm near ,Paducah, ts a restored
Telephone 127.
Robinson
of
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY.
Hardin,
Marshall
FOR SALE-One bay horse. Piglet Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew
combined -home of the highest breed maliciously assaulting Lon Polk with
-Foil SALE-Five room frame res- years old, 15 hands high,
county, and Mist' Ernmie de Isanuay
g company.
city broke
lug and tSPe of tient useful horse, a poker.
idence West End, beautiful cottage, for lady to
de; liambaugh. of Clarkeville.
Mr.
drive. Phone 599-a.
FREE EMPLOYMENT bureau Ne
and the only one in west Kentucky
hardwood finish, cabinet mantels,
Robinson is well known in Paducah
Marriage License.
IcCIR SALE- Nice paying saloon charges for services rendered, either
fully representing hie class.
sewerage,
porcelain bath, hot and
where he was for a time connected
W. W. Ramage to Perry Hapheriness; down town, near Broad- to applicant or employer of Wets
-The United States civil service
cold water, lot fronting 100 feA and
with the News-Democrat. He was
good.
way. Owner leaving city; will sell Charity chits :107 Kentucky avenue,
commission announces the following
running
back 165 1-2 ft. to 20 ft.
formerly on the Louisville Couriercheap. Apply 111 S. 3rd St.
phone 629 offiee open from 9 to 13
examinations for this district:. Veter.
alley. Price $3.500, part cash, balJournal and New York Journal. He
Police
L()I31'--Brown leather pieketbook-. o'clock every forenoon.
inary inspector, bureau of animal Inance In one, two and three years H. ie now interested,in a clay mine in
Poke. eourt was bele at 8;30
dustry, department of
agriculture,
FOR RENT-Six room residence
C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals, somewhere near Tully"s livery stable.
rshall county,
this 'morning in or er that
o'clock
Filmier return
April 17; assistant pitylsrlet, bureau
to
Addition on
Monroe
Lungetaff-Ortne In Harahan
,Trueheart Building,
Mfg. Co., and receive reward.
of etandards, May. 8: assistant c'hene Pollee Judge D. A. Cross might atstreet. between 14th and 15th streets,
With each Boy's Suit, purEaster fierman.
I
"FARMS
FOR
BALE
-81
acres.
tend circuit court
1st, bureau of standards, May 8.
--Arne Cotillion club
itENT-Nine-room house on House just completing Bath and othwill have its
,$1,500. 137 acres
$4,700;
24R
colored, for striking
Given,
The
chased
in
Boys'
'Erl
Shore
!acres, $10,000. nese
-Fred SchiffMan, the well drill90 foot lot, newly patinttsi and paper- er convenienees; $25 per month. H.
Easter German tonight at the Hotel
are
subfarms
e?'. secured the contract to sink an Willie bee. colored, was fined $50 Craig. It will be a brilliant affair
we will take great pleasure in
divisions of one tract containing 466 ed (cheap rent) 410 Snell Tenth. C. Hollins, Trueheart Building, Telephone 127.
8-inch well for the Brookport water and costs.
with a number of out-of-town guests
, acres and all for sale with improve- See J. A. Rudy, 219 Broadway.
Phi4 Skinner. colored, for stealing present.
presenting its wearer with a
plant.
FOR SALE--F1ve room residence
rnents as follows: Six tenant houses,
FOR SALE-Five room brick cotheld
-You know your calling cards Otto Hamilton's clothes, was
with hall, situated Fountain eventes
3 stock barns, 5 tobacco barn*, be- tage, 1237 Trimble St.,
electric
Gun. Goes of/
Wease/
are correct when they come from the over for petit larceny
Dancing Party to Paducah Stride.
large attic, closets, cabinet mantels,
sides handsome ten room residence lights, bath. Owner leaving
city; will
Other cases: Ezra Bond. and Sam
Run OfRCA. Script cards and plate,
The Evening Index of San Bernarbath, out houses *ell. let litht160 to
with bath, large airy rooms, spa- sell cheap. Apply 111 S. 3rd St.
the dino, Cal., of a
on
profanity
Stet) a hundred; the 01Id Engideli OA Thomas. using
recent date. says:
alley: $3.000. H. C. Hollins. Truecious halls, all finished with hardPOR-Trilf--cleas
and
John
up-to-date heart Building, Real Estate and Ron.
•lissinsiiiiimm streets, $210 and costs meets
CIAO.
Mrs. H. P. Grund and her sister,
wood; large cellar under kitchen rat- harries!, and
repair work, go to the
-Two applicants for increases in Mill•er, a stranger $30 and crate and Miss Mabel Hussein
tale.
will entertain
proof. Adjoining that property we
Pieper-Berth Harness Co., 204 Kenpensions appeared before the board 141 days In Jail for carrying con- with an Informal retention and danchave i240 acres under good fence,
OF INTEREST to parties with
tucky avenue.
of pension examiners this morning. reeled a deadly weapon,
ing party se the Canadian club house
having two tenant's houses, two tomoney-If you have any difficulty In
As noisy as a real rifle, /IS
WANTED--510 colored
Men for Placing your surplus fund.s, write ot
Thee are Thompson Stone, colored.
on Wednesday evening. March 27,
berm barns, two stock barns and a
loading train: fie white the for planReeds Plied.
landaus, civil wur;
harmless as a wooden gun
Scott Woolcomplimentary to Mr. and Mrs. Osgig room reeldetice built In
1906,
call on me, as I have a number of
E. `P, Gilson to Tom krh Stroud, car B Jones. The program will infolk, cite, colored, citOwar.
Timber and orchards on both trac(s"" mIll work, Crossett, Ark Trans. aniteations for money
in
sunill
property in the Fountain park addi- clude an informal musical and an
end title to entere property absolute- portatkm advanced. taan New Rich- from $300.00 and up with real estate
Mist" Anne Sherrill
Baird, who tion $275.
"adjective story" contest the nret
E.'Smith,
1- clear,
The 240 acne' may
security, good interest rates, elote
has been for several, weeks In Pass
Thompson & Bradshaw to el B part of the evening, and darning the
bought at $5,000 or et $22 per acre -FOR SALE-- Jeterson street lei personal Investigation, tal communiChristian. Is now the guetit of Mr. Caldwell, property on
gigi
Jefferson latter part. Punch will be served.
gla
INOADWII
if sold In two tract,' of $130 and 110 between 13th and 14th !streets. Lot cations strictly coniklentlat. S. T.
41111111CAN.ACE
and Met, J. H. Baird in Nelishr1110, itreet 'in the melt. end, 9200.
-Hollins, Trueheart'4011(13 to alley Pyle° $R50 H C Randle. Loess, Rest Illatate and InWM each. H.
P:•••1411•1.4.d 1/01104.
Tenn
She will return borne the,
Matinee Musical Club.
Solftling, Real Estate,' ana Rentals:Hollins, Real Partite and Rentals, o ranee, Room 3, Ameeteau-eermaa
week.
The Matinee Musical club is meet.
8abacribe tor
$am.
j Telephone 127.
'
Trueheart Building.
National Bank. .
I in-._
•11111"1
1

udt9hillips 4Co.

JUMPED

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

FOR

HAR
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is the

the

MAN

,few Voile
6kirts
Yor 6pring

I

BOYS

Fun for the Boys
This Summer Sure

HART WILL DO

to..
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Department
Second Floor.

?

His Part By Selling!

LOCAL NEWS

1 Ball . . .15
1 Bat . . ,10
1 Mit . . .40
65c

IN THE COURTS

FOR 27 CENTS

FOR SALE

Next Thursddy, April 4th

Pr,

From 7 a. m. to 6 p. m.

Hart's Boy Day

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

•

I4

.P•oR

Aim, 2r

FOR

7.-4

An Item of Interest from

,349oyel

4

irtitt

Pop

with a hang! No shot.

,V o danget

V

The

C.

?••.;

46.
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TEM PADUCAH EVENING SUN

FELLOWS BUY
OLD 'ODDSCHOOL
BUILDING
PEOPLE

! We Use the King of All
1 Bosom Ironer s.--Why?
*

4

1

a

.

1

i

First—Bt 2riuse it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second--The button holes Cr stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly'
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the '`hump'-i- so often seen is mi:;sing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.

------ .

Pay

Fifth Street and Kentucky Avenue
Location for Lodge Home and
Deal Is Closed,

VALUABLE

—

aoth Phones 200.
•

••

NEED
VINO

120 North Fourth St.

.,..-:-.

Sh=====311., Big Sleuth is in the City
And He Paid $5 For His Shiny Star

Because it contains the very
elements needed to rebuild
wasting tissues and replace
feebleness with strength.
We return money if it fails to benefit.
W. B. Mel'HERSON, Druggist.

Products of the dime deteetive
'save: are continuaey met with by
the polee dep-artmeet but the most
ludicrous examele ever L on by the
Paducah department fa Lb -aae of 0.
A. Higgins, a y-ourag Mlin who came
from some it in Arkansas to the
tile several de's ago. in the few
days he has been here, in the hands
of everal practical jokers In the
downtown stcres. he hes "covered"
an abendonee -baby case, ehadreved
the poet* in their work. looked for
Neve murderers, eitoplIfters and
eone almost every othea kind of detective woe,
lf
'geese '

to the fertile brains of these clerks.
Evidently be is a young man unschoo'ed in the ways of the city. He
possesses a ceetificate from a so-c
ed American Detective agente.
ra for
wleth he aale he paid 1,5. One of
the clerks was pointed out to him as
the Pirteertore superintendent ef this
district. Title clerk gave
Higgins
till, "sign," which was a cross be
tween an orlentn1 salaam nod the
holdetnyourehanda of tee stick-up
men. -iiiggine repeated the eign.
nothing daunted, and became ;Jeerested in thia representative of the
great detect:.
agency. Then they
_

Good health,
Good cheer!
Long life, if you
Drink Belvedere--The Master Brew.

STAR LAUNDRY
-

School Board 625,000 for
The • Structure

WKIPNEsi)A1', %Noll, 3.

SITE

r.

SELECTED,

For the consideretion of $2.5,000.
the Longfellow school building, Fifth
street and Kentucky avenue, eaa
sold to the Odid. Fellows for a lodge
tome at the meeting of the board of
education last night, In behalf of
the Odd Fellows, John Hirt-eke-If,
chairmen of a committee composed
of C. G. Kekty and A. C: Mayer, conducted the negotiations, asking the
beard to value the lowest price for
which the building could be had.
The consensus of opinion in the board
was that $2,5,4).011 was a reasonable
price, and Mr. Rinckleff, having b en
authorized by the lodge to accept any
price within that am'cunt, closed the
dee,: without further parley.

Beer is conceded by recognized authoritie as one of
the best tonics. Especially is it rec mencied in the
run-down, tired out conditions.

•

Belvedere, the Paducah beVis a master brew, the
purest of beers. Mad of the best, carefully selected
ingredients with ts. idea uppermost, each year sees
it grow in favo

began to assign elm to oases. First
they told him that a certain clerk in
one of the stores was suspeated as
the cause of seveal mysterious dieappeaara nees of merchandise. So Higgins hid in a box in the store, and
The terees of the sale we: fee full
by a pre-arranged program, the sue- payment in :ash within 90 days. The
',feted clerk stealthily passed
the board of educaticn will have the ocbox, whipped a pair of trousers into cupancy of the building fee the re
a grip he had, and went down stairs. mainder of the school year, and no
Higgins rendered a written report interest is to be charred on the deon this ease and was commended for ferred payments. A cash payment or
his cleier work, though the question one-third a1lj. be .made imrneda
of pis. was deferred. Next, this sup- by the Odd Fellows., Money t
take
posed Pinkerton man, discussed in this payment wet be real
from
11We-in's presence a pitifui abandon- the saie of the Nil:ding owned on
ed baby case, which had occurred the Third street betwesp Broadway and
esarelst -before- -ie -tee nesetitere p•of Kesetucky temee ,e,ehre the
-7edlee- The
the city.
Higgins eageey took in remainder ceethe purchase price will
the meager facts known, and was as- be nuance
.5
signed to find the wretch. He hayed
Pre)ddent List appointed Trustees
scheo; auditorium two months ago, TENNEbeiKE ORGANIZING
committee
advisory
ireasurer.
An
out all night oa this ease. A patent K
es, Clements and Braerne as a
but they have not arrived, though
To SECURE IMMIGRATION. headed by Gov. Patterson, was elso
medicine picture advertisement of ft omtnittee from the board to close
shipped( The seats taken out of the
selected.
man who had had some terrible kfn the deal by drawing up a clear title
auditorium can be placed in °thee
Nashville Tenn., April
a
disease attended tire subject eriatter and deed to the propenty. This combuildings. In this connection, Trus meeting of reerezentatives of trade
Out of Sight.
'for the next care. This p ure was mittee will meet immediately with
tee Beckenbaek said it is probable arganizatione and citizens horn sev"Out of sight, out of mind," is au
supposed to be that o
man mur- the Odd Fellow-a' committee to ar.re-arrangement of the au- eral towns held here today, the Ten- old saying which applies with special
dered in Memphis. Higgins looked range the details; of the sale. In tak- now that
ditorium will be deferred until the nesee
• e lennegrarbon aseociaticat wee force to a sore, burn or wound that's
,all ere day ForzifCs murderer. Now ing a vote en veiling tho buieleig, the
e •
summer, when it wel'be decorated organized, its purpose being to en- been treated ,with Bucklen's Arnica
Idle police department enters the board found itself in an unique situand otherwise improved in appear- courage ibimigration to Tennessee. E. Salve. It's out of sight, out of mind
game. The fictitious Pinkerton man ation. With four out of eleven mesaance. The walls now are hare.
A. Lindsey, Nastarele, was elected and out of existence. Piles too and
'notiliseythe city hall and brings Hie, hers present. Ode Fellows, a bare
The finance report lest night show- president; 4Lynch Perry, Columbdia; chilblains disappear under Its healing
'gen' over for an introduction. When majerity was left to close the
deal.
the • Pinkerton man entered. Police Trustee Beckenbacia, Braeme, Kelly ed $7,119 in the treasury. The hoard W. L. Chembeet.ain, Knoxville; N. H. influence. Guaranteed by all drughas a debt.of 511,000 which must be White, Wales; A B. Lamb, Paris;
Lieu?. Potter was prole:candle atten- and Robertson are Odd Fenowa.
None tarried over des year, le ceder to John H. Witekins, Memphis,vice'
tive to everything he safel.and'to dis of there members took any pert
in provide the new buildings. Altopresidents; E. S. Shannon, Nashville,
piay his authority, the Pinkerton the discussion of the advisibility
He who eats things evil a:ways Is
of gether it is toneldered a situation
secretafy:
Bowers. White Bluff. Pure that the world is rotten.
man "railed down" leeutenant Pot- the sale, but all voted for it.
which will require energetic ?action
ter about several cases. Then he
Truetee Karnes said he thought
site delicate financing to accomplish
said he wanted Higgins to shadow building and lot adequately
valued the alms of the board.
Officers Hurley and Singery. saying at $25.1efee Trustee Metcralf
express-- that they were suspected of tailing ed
similar opinion. Trustee MaxMOSgill Walla.
2
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His Dear Old Mother.
to do their duty. Higgins was sent well did not mice hi,
opinion. Trus%)
• sr.
O
I/4
dear
41111MI
"My
old
mother,
who
now
Is
to the Union per:cape: station
•
•
•
•••
on tee Davis 929gtst it asrth eete,eate.
eigh ty elsreesyeare eloeh ei4e Ow Bithis'ease..iffffees retten relsdrt
Trustees Byrd sod Clements thought
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ectric Bitters," writes W. B. Brunson,
next day eyed he had remained .out It worth not a cent under
the vale
N"
:P7')..;7
j'Seir
'
4
1
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Th7
of Dublin, Ga. "She has taken them
there ee might without finding his price. President List thought
it an
for about two years and enjoys an
teen. Todey Higgins was to:d of n 'advantageous Pale
fer tee board
excellent appetite, feels strong and
roble.ry ease that occurred
With the money realized from the
tleeps well." That's the way Dlectric
lest night. lie became interested and sale of this buntline. the
boatel saw
Bitters affect the aged, and the same
said if be did not leave tonight for its way elea,r to instruct
Superintendhappy results follow in all cases of
Arkansas, a-here he has a case in ent of Buildings
Fred Hoyer, ko draw
female weakness and general debility.
sight, be would v.ork it up.
Plans for two new Inrildings. One
of the new build:nes will be erected Weak, puny children too, are greatly
Hard Times in Kansas.
on the lot owned by the board on strengthened by them. Guaranteed
The old days of grasshoppers and North Thirteenth street, near Row- also for stomach. liver and kidney
troubles, by all druggists. Yee
drouth are almost forgotten in the Isn.itown, from which district
prosperous Kansas of today ; although draw its pupils. The other building
a citizen of Codell. Earl tehaniburg, will be on some as yet to be selected
1,410K AT OEM OFFERS IN
has not yet forgotten a hard time he ite, prebable between the WaseingTHIN WANT COLUMN TODAY.
encountered. He says; "I was worn ton and Lee, truedings, nearer to the
WK HAVF OTHERS. COME TO
oot and discouraged
by coughing
Central simple
Trustees
eight and day, and could find no re- Beckentrach, Maxwell and
Metcalf
H. te HOLIINS,
lief tilt I, tried Dr. King's New Dis- were appointed a committee to iook
THUEHEAitT BUILDING.
covery. It took less than one bottle for a site. Efforts to keep their work
to completely cure me." The safest secret to erevent expansion in real
and most reliable cough and cold estate rallies, will be made by this
cure and lung and throat healer ever committee.
discovered. Guaranteed .by all drug Must Hurry Work.
glees. elle and $1.00. Trial bottle
Counting April, the hoard of editfre.
eation will find itself preesei to complete the two building:: in the five,
...AND...
Duties never seem so numerous as interienlog morales before the openwhen they conflict with something ing
Felice): next September. I will
i reitutre all of April before the plane
that you really want to do.
lean be drawn, and any aubstantial
Satisfaction results when you see progress nuide. end with the eocrtnthe other fellow in the same predica- ous amount of intikling planned for
Holds out another advantage
ment you once were in.
this summer, difficulty in
finishing
to you. Our is a brand uew
the contracts May be Aperienned.
Then the Longfellow
.A criminal Attack,
store and every drug and
beetling
on an Inoffensive citizen is frequently
be relinquished in June and
chemical in the stock is fresh
made In that apparently useless little there will be absolutely no Place to
and full strength.
tube called the "appendix." It's gen- 1101155 theee pupils should a new
FAeryerally the result of protracted enlist+. bufkling not be completed.
thing
Willie
you would expect to
patibn, following liver torpor.
Dr. there is an urgent need of a building
find in a first-class drug store
/tinge New Life Pills regulate the in the northwestern section of' the
is here. None but Registered
iver, prevent appendicitis, and estab- 'olty, this could much more easilt
lish regular habits of the bowels. 24c missed than the Longfellow but:ding.
Pharmacists wait on the trade,
The piens of the beard are to build
at a:I thetectists
so you are safe gnarded in
an eight-room but:ding, probably fin
every way.
Our telephone
kiting oft only the lower floor, Which
meted make the cote lees; and etie
service is prompt and accurate
AND CURE TM LUNC8
provide auffieltnt mom.
•
Won't you try it next time f
%kite a loire4re demand than ettPlltlY
—
In the school furniture rnanitfact tering
WITH
httsinees, the new beedings cannot
be furnished tittles, Immediate stops
taken to Meet the need.. Aireatly
til(1 UlliPT100
P•ice
notch ineonetnience 10 being exper
and
50c fa $ 00
leneed In severel Of the
buielloatlees Tr. O.
IsQLDS
•41•Mamsmon.~.111••••••••.
o
mwmom
from a lack or setting facilities, WM
"lot
4441.,,re4ret Ones fer all
THROAT sad LL'HO TROUP-. the Washinglast bordleg particuletey
Both Phones 756.
Is crowded. The altaTtPlY eololnittf`''
LW:, or Mai= bii.CX.
sagogillelleraegiallatilleilmmesoure ordered' new auto
tor the 111511,

The proper /use of good beer is recommended by all
competint medical authorities. So make it

Belvedere,the Paducah Beer
All the Time.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE 1
.
.
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Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835

74.

"1. here's only

One

Way

to

Rich and That's by Saving.

or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a
Home Sievings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small accounts.

Mechanics and
Fomers Savings Bank
210 Broadway

Our
Prescription
Department

•

-

•

t.

•

S.

tt

Get

If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit ft each month

•

5.55

We Sell
THE CLIMAX ESTATE

It.

a

THE DETROIT JEWEL

GAS STOVES

Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey he'
has in stock and you
will get either

Made by the oldest and largest manufacturers in the country. They are the best
and most economical stoves on the market.

EARLY TIMES, or
JACK BEAM. It's

Look at Others
Buy Ours.

KILLTHR C• LICH

We guarantee that you will be satisfied both
as to stove construction and gas consumption.

Dr.King's
New Discovery

eight summers old.

FOR I omits

S. H. Winstead

The Paducah Light & Power Co,

••••

•

a

I.

a

I
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The Fa,craer's Wife
was,
about her charm Mbe
iveakis it t
ugh') alter tootle,and gives
It a sus
th to sweeten it. She knows
that
ter churn Is sour it will taint the
I)
r that is Rutile in it. The stomach ts
churn. In the stomach and digestive
and nutritive tracts are performed proves** which are almost exactly like the
churning of butter. Is it not apparent
then that if this stomach-churn is foul it
Inakee loul all w hich is put into it?
The evil of a foul stomach is not alone
the bad taste In the mouth and the foul
breath caused by it, but the corruption of
the pure current of blood and the dissemination of disease throughout the body.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
tho sour and foul stomach sweet
It does for the stomach whet the washing
indent'bath do for the churn—absolutely
restores every taluting or corrupting element. In this way it cures blotches,
, pimples, eruptions. scrofulous swellings,
sores, or open eating ulcers and all
humors or diseattes arising from bad blood.
If you have bitter, nasty, foul taste in
your mouth,coated tongue, foul breath,
are weals and easily tired, feel depressed
and despondent, have frequent headaches,
diezy attacks,gnawing or distrees in sumach. constipated or irregular bowels, sour
or bitter risings after eating and poor
appetite,these ay Peplums.Or any conelderable numbee of them,indicate that you are
suffering from billetI SIleS,S, torpid or lazy
liver with the usual accompanying indigestion, or(Femme's, and their attendant
derangements,
I. I • * : •$. i .. In $ . $ In t
_
$1.4$WY.$CAA
en
0 a )V e :
1 ma

CAN'T BE SEPARATED,

Is

vs

it

TFIE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

A MAKER
HISTORY

Some Paducah People Have Learned
Hon to GetIllUd of Roth.

PAGE SEVEN.

FARMER ROBBED
BY A DESPERADO

DR. T. FE:LIX GOURAUC'S
ORIENTAL TOILET POWDER

Backache and kidne3 at-he are twin
An ideal, antiseptic toilet powder for infants
brothers.
and adults.
You can't separate them.
Mists an ezquisittly perfumed, antiAeptit toilet p wder. It is a
And you can't get rid of the back- Burglar Beath Edward MeElya
household nermosity for the nursery and toiset. it keep the riau
ache until you cure the kidney ache.
By
p'ezioa clear mad preserves the %-elvety teat,re of ye nth It should
Until
lie
Gets
Money
he
used heel,' after bathing, giving a delightf and refl.:shins effect.
kidneys
If
the
are well and stroni,
Author of'"The Master Mummer.- "A Prince of Sinners,- "Mysterious Mr.
Sabin." "Anna the Adventuress." Etc.
the rest of the sfstem k pretty sure
Prepared by
Ferd T. Hopkins, N. Y. City, Proprietor of
to be in vigorous health.
Copyright, 1905. 1906. by LITTLE. BROWN. and COMPANY.
Doan's Kidney Pills make strong, Hid l'aider Bed Until Master of Howie
GOLJRALID'S OR.IENTAL CREAM.
Itetired and Then Assaulted
healthy kidneys.
Hint.
Thomas Houseman, -of bit North
McPherson, Paducah, Ky
Thirteenth street, Paducah. KY.. oars:
((1ontinued from- Yesterday.)
"Doan's Kidney Pills which I provery good I'll dance to you!"
CHAPTER II.
' -Delighted." he flowered, "if they cured at DuBois Son & Co.'s drug POLICE ARE ON THE LOOKOUT.
XACTLY a week later, at fire speak English. I'm oleic of trying to store a few months ago have done
minutes after midnight, Guy make people unaeretand my rotten moroefor me than any
other medicine
or MonrsyrBack
Poyntou, ia immaculate eveu- French."
taken for lame Miele and
have
ever
I
ing dress, entered the Cafe
She nodded.
Contract given, backed,hY 1300 000 00 capital and 18 3 yrs'
Surprised by the sudden appearsuccess.
'kidney trouble. For a time my kidMontmartre in Paris. He made his
"They epealt English all right. 1
&Dee of a burglar In his room, Edneys were tate bad that I Was not al'ae
way through the heterogeneous little , wife] that horrid Viennese girl
would
ward McFelys. a farmer of the leincrowd of 111441 and women who were not try to listen to every
word we to work and was tinder the doctor's kleville
28 Colleges in 16 States. Indorsed by business men. No vacation.
someon, was robbed of $1440
drinking at the her, past the scarlet say."
care for some time. I finally got recompleting couree. For '•Catalogue H." on
and
<Mated orchestra, into the inner room.
beete%abo
ut
the head and- bed:.
Lie smiled.
'short-:1 Home Study or Cat•logue
lieO and went back to work. but I
ha°"keering
a a d. Penmanship,
P ' on attending
where the tables were laid for supper.
last evening by a burg:Farr, who es- Law. Letter Writing, Hagfish, Drawing, thus- College.
"She wanted Ma to sit at her table,"
phone ,01d1 E:35, or call
suffered most of the time with My
Monsieur Alfred, satisfied with the ap- he remarked.
tTating, etc. Money hack if not seti.fied etc-. Manager Draughon's Practical on or address
caped.
Bu.inessOollege.
peorance of his new client, led him at
Mile. Flossie looked at him warning- hack until I began using Doan's KidPADUCAH,314 Broadv.ay: or EvansvPie, St. Louis or Memphis.
MeElya retired early. He bad no
ney
once to a small table, soibmitted the ly and dropped her voice.
They gave me relief in a
sooner gotten sectuelo tucked. under
wine carte and summoned a waiter.
-Better be careful!" she whispered. short time and now I feel es it I
intliiara$2.110.11111W
, ff.(40-$11110171MI%MOIt$Thinrifgar :
11111.1111.11....11.114.1Wr
the linen than a body wriggled out
With
some dttticulty. as his French "They say sheen a spy!"
• .. ,.,_ . rt:.1%1IMITI $ :
0 rxrn-ra
cou:d not do without them in the
$
from under the beet. It Mood ere( t
was very little better than his tierOMIO!
e SP
,,eGMffi
,j e .1..et •
-On my trock very • likely," he de- house.
a
A feW doses taken now and
alafallie=3.4
7a
11.11ffillaill= .. • .•.
• man,: he ordered supper and 'then, clared, with a grim
and e man of, perhaps. 175 pounds.
es • nnaS11111111.7111.2112Kalatoonailleiroettett lighting
then keep me tree from pain, no:elite
a
She
cigarette.
threw
herself
leaned
hack
back
in her seat
with lisek mouetayhe and
a
•
with-:at t is is absolutely true
Ca pita I .. • ... ... .. ....................
back, and I am able to work every
Seteo,000.00
will be readily proven to your satisfaction agaiust the wall and looked round to and laughed.
separated teeth, stood over bim.
Surplus and undivided profits
if you will but mail a postal card request see if he could discover any English
without
day
100,000.00
suffering.
econceited! Why should anyone want
It is a great
Withoout ceremony the bargler heto Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y., for a or _Amerieans.
Stockholders liability
to
be
your
on
track?
comfort
Me
i,000.00
to
Come
know
and
of
see
a
remedy
me
that
free copy of his booklet of extracts from
gall to beat the frightened farmer
The room was only moderately full, dance at-the Contkote tomorrow night." can be rellea aeon
I—,the standard medical authorities, giving
anti I know that
with a heavy ethic. McEloa
the names of all the ingredients entering for the hour was a little early for this
Tidal
-Can't," he declared. -My sister's
Was
Sett0,000.00
Doan's Kidney Peas Ise such.into his world-famed medicines and show- quarter of Paris. Nevertheless he
made to divulge the hiding Place of
Total ressurreo
was coming over from England."
ing what the most eminent medical men
le9elet,453.=
For sale by all de..'ess. Price .5S)
quiek
appreciate
to
Stupid:
a
certain spirit of
his money, end after weaning $14el
of the age say of
DIRECTORS:
cents.
Foster-Milburn Cc
Boheminuism which pleamed him. EvDuffa:o. the burglar
"Ole PIO penne one iimbt"
W. F. Bradshatsk of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys;
beat a haply eetreat.
New
J. A.
ery one talked to their neighbors. An dared. "Order some coffee, won't you?
York, sole agents for the Lofted
Bauer, Wholesale-.pottery; Louis F. Kolb,
A telephone mosaage to the city in-Did you learn anything at your American from the further end eve the And what liqueurs?"
Keith Bros. & Co.,
States.
Whole-side Drugs; 1Se A. Petter, of H, A. Petter Supply
formed the authorities of the aseana
French club today, my dear?"
roomereised his glass and drank his
"I'll go and fetch my friends." she
Co.; Boat
Remember the name—Doan's—
Supplies; C. F. Rieke„\uf C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholtoide
and robbery and a good description
"Oh! yes, I found out that Mrs. health. A pretty, fair haired girl lean- declared, rising. -We'll nil'have coffee
Dry Goods;
and take no other.
Mimeo° Burnett, Supt. 'aveTreasi. Pad. Water Co
Telfstrike's father was a soap boiler ed over from her tattle and smiled at together."
.of the fugitive Was given. Wad."Who are they?" he asked.
Brow-is, deputy United Stntee marshal,
eaGEO. C. THONIPSON, Pre-evident..,
and I heard two more dreadful scan- blue
"Monsieur like talk with me, eh?"
She pointed to a little group down
"Who'll lend me a "oat?" she cried. ems ale* notified and an uusucceseful
dals about the Dashleighel" —CleyeJ. ATKINS, Vice President.
"Euglish?" he asked. tie- room, two men and a woman. The "I've nothing but
a lace mantle."
land Plain Dealer.
attempt to seeure blood Minn& last
. L. ATKINS, Cashier,
"No. De Wien!"
men were French, one middle aged and
"Plenty of Prete-lumen in the ear!" night was
mode.
alt
He shook his head smilingly. ,
one young, darkohemaculate and with the young Frenchman
cried "Are we
GOOD JUDGEMRINT
"We shouldn't get on," he deciarad. the slightly bores) air affected by the all agreed? Good!
areon,
the
Is
G
essential characteristic of met.
radd I young Frenchmen of fashion. The wo- Omni!"
and women. Invaluable to good busi- "Cleft speak the language."
ADMITS HIS AUTO STRUCK MAN.
ness men and necessary to housewives.
She raised her eyebrows with a pro- man vats strikingly handsome and
"And mine." Guy ordered.
A woman shows good judgment when
They were
The women departed for their wraps. Evidence Submitted
size_ tearca-Wialte're- Cream. Vosizetfugis tor testing gesture, but he looked /Mnj. inagtilticently dressed.
at Kenosha That
her baby. The best worm medicine and opened an Illustrated pale
- i liy Ws smite the umst distinguished looking tiny and the two Frenchmen filled
evet offered to mothers. Many indeed side. He turned
Collier Made Confession,
over the pages idly pool* in the room.
their pockets with eignrettes. When
are the sensible mothers who write ex
pressing their gratitude for the good enough at first, but suddenly intuited.
"If you think they'll come." he re- the hills came. Guy found that his own
health of their children, which they lie whistled softly to himself
Kenoelha, Wis, April 3
and marked challetfully. "Aren't we rather was a trifle, and M. Louie waved aside
The state
Broadway, 3Cth and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
owe to the use of White's Cream Ver •
stared at the two photographs which comfortable as we arc'?"
mifuge.
:di protest.
rested in the Edwa
oilier manSold by all druggists.
filled the sheet.
She made her way between the ta"We are hosts tonight my young slaughter case tede3 after submitting
Most Centrally Located Htc1 on
-By dove!" he said softly to himself. bles.
Broadway.'. Only ten minute walk
friend," he declared, with charming evidence ljt the
way
of
a
oondeasion
The marriage of a tailor and a
There was a rustling of skirts close
to 25 leading- theetres. Completely
"Oh, they'll come," she declared. insistenee. "Another time you shall
alleged, to have been made by Collie:dressmaker !urea- ought to be in to his table. An unmistakably English "They're pals."
renovated anti transformed in every
have your turn. You must come around
department. Up-to-date in all reaccord with the eternal fitness of voice addressed him.
She floated down the room with a to the club tomorrow, and we will ar- to Rohort Symonds in which he ade
as
site
us. 'Telephone in each room.
e
•
"Is it anything very interesting? Do eigarette In her mouth, very graceful range for some sport. Minns!"
mitted leaving struck sonmene on the
things.
Four Beautiful Dinins Hoorn*
show me!"
in her airy muslin skirts and large
I hey crowded out together amid a night that William Dreeer was islaed.
with Capacity cf 1200.
5
e1'07
'
He looked up. Mile. Flossie, pleased hat. Guy followed her admiringly with itorus of farewells.. Guy took Hos- After the state
I4'-rst
bad rested the attorIt is mighty easy for the bear to with his appearance, had mused on his eyes. The Viennese
rtf,1,,1
lady suddenly le's arm going down the seers.
The
neys for'-the defense moved to have
ti
overlook the sins of him from whom her way down the room.
°I say. I'm awfully obliged to you
tole off a corner of her menu mei meritsCollier
discharged
on the grounde
"Command sit down, and I'll show it bled something quickly. She passed it for Introducing' me to your friends,"
tee inherited the estate
he declared. -I'm havilog a ripping that the state had not proved ite case,
you," he said, rising. "You're English, over to Guy.
-4; 9. Broadway's chief attraction for Seetime."
but the scou•r; instated that the ease
aren't yotia'
"Read!" she said imperatively.
. .
cal Feed Lashes and Popular Meet-.
laughed.
She
Mile. Lionel° waved a temporary
lie andded and opened It.
• .
go to the jury. The defense mill
"Oh, they're all right," she declared.
European ?lam
adieu to her Molds and accepted the
40 Lama, AI Backs.
"Prenez garde." he said slowly; then
close tomorrow- and tile case willego
r -es fix Roon,i $t.5() and upward. 82.00 and uprra-d .eftft bad..
invitation. He poured her out a glass he looked at bee load shook Ws bead. "Mind my skirts."
Parket.
jury
the
by
Pith
to
evenin.g.
$3.00 sod tIreilftl• St.00 eat-a vet.cte rs,temohs otcupy a amelaIlsdeasmartil
"I say, what does 'prenez garde'
of wino •
She was making signs to hint to deCOMM
WRITE. Volt noom.yr.
"Stay
.and have supper with me." be stroy her message, anti he at once mean?" he asked.
"'Take care.' Why?"
begged. -I must be off soon, but I'm
The Wrong Burns.
Ile laughed again.
tired of being alone. This is my lost ditis
"Don't understand," he maid "Sorry."
Former Senator Call of Florida
M TIERNEY. dalasarrr
"Nothing."
uigat thank goodness!"
Mile. Flossie was laughing and talkwho inimortalized himself by taking
"All right!" she austvered gayly. "I ing with her friends. Presently, they
off a tight shoe in the senate cham(To Be ('ontinued.)
must ge back to lay friend"; directly nose and came a(TOSS the room with
ber tete day and hoisting a huge
afterward."
her. Guy stood up awl bowed. The
"Order what you like,' he begged. introductions were informal, but he
nosisr PUT OFF
foot, clad in a bine yarn gock.em to
For tomorrow what you can do today.
Dose Pains, Wielded, deabby Skin "I isn't make these chaps understand felt las losular
plealuelieee a little shat- L
disile;.heard from other-senators,
u
ea 'iselYtiasse a.•lasettim-o4 Bol-stErrtorous.
' • - `-- -tered by the deliglitful ease with which lard's Snow Liniment when that pain eerie in his term, tile SuperltendPermanently cured by taking Botanic
comes
you
have any, buy a botBlood Balm.. If you have aches and
U. A. Bailey, Prop.
She laughed and called Ube waiter.
these two Frenchifteu accepted the sit- tle today. won't
A positive cure for Rheu- ent Smith, of the botanic gardens,
pains in bones, back and joints. Itching
Newest and beet hotel in the city.
cabby -Skin, Blood feels hot or thin; "And now show Inc what you were uation. • Their breeding was as obvt- matism, Burns, Cuts, Sprains. Contract- aye paints
and potted plants
to
Swollen Glands. Rising, and Bumps on lookiug at in that paper," he insisted. eus as their bonhomie. lilt' table was ed MU/K.1PC etc. T. S. Graham, Prairie
Rates $2.00.
Two large sample
Grove, Ark.. writes: "I wish to thank Statesmen he liked, says the
the Skin. Mucus Patches in Mouth, Sore
He pointed to the two photographs.
Saturrooms. Beth monis, Electric Lights.
speedily renrranged to find places for you for the good results I received
Throat. Pimples, or offensive eruptions;
ay
"I
saw
those
together
Evening Post.
only a them all.
two
from Snow Liniment. It positively
Copper-Colored Spots or Rash on Skin,
The only centrally located Hotel la
cured me of Rheumatism after others
are run-down, or nervous; Ulcers on week ago," he said. "Want to hear
Call wanted some palms and he
"Your 'Wendt' will take coffee with had failed.
the city.
any part of ties body. Hair or Eye- about It?' •
Sold by all druggists.
cast about for a way to get on the
brows falling out. Carbuncles or Boils,
Inc. mademoiselle." Guy said. "Do be
COM3IERCI4L PATRONAGE SOShe looked startled for a moment
Take Botanic Bleed Balm, guaranteed
right side of Smith. Somebody told
hostess.
please.
attempts
My
French
at
to cure even the worst and most deep- aud a little incredulous.
LICITED.
"What's all this Japanese tines- him. that Smith was a great
Seated cases. Heals all sores, stops
will only amuse everybody."
admire'
"Yes, go on!" she said.
all swellings, makes
blood
pure
Hon?"
asked
The
elder
Frenchmen.
the
of
two
the boy with the books of Burns and had a fine collection of
and rich, completely changing the enHe told her the story. She listened
Gold Shell Crowns
whom the waiter addressed as M. le end slate under his arm. "Why,- re- Burns'
PADUCAH
tire body into a clean, healthy condi$3.50 EVANSVILLE,
AND
manuscripts and editions
tion. S. B. B. is the recognized blood with an interest which surprised him.' ltalmn and every one else as Louis,
plied
Gold
his
Fillings
chum.
"it
Once or twice when he looked up he
all came from
$1.00 up
That was Call's cue. He walked
remedy for these conditions.
CAIRO LINE.
faneled-that the lady from Vienna was held up his band.
stoppin' a Japanese kid from going over to the garden, found
Silver Fillings
Cures [tolling lLett•tna.
75e
Smith and
-With pleasure." he declared. "later
(Incorporated)
Botanic Blood Balm cools the. blood, and acts also dello/ her best to listen. Wheu
to school." "Did, eh?
Well,
that's
talked about many things. At the Partial Platee
directly on the impure blood. which causes the
$5.00
he lad flubbed their supper had ar- on. Just now It is too early. We will just like this country.
awful itching sod blisurs and pi ties, sad
Always show- proper time, delicately and unobtruAll work guaranteed.
celebrate Ventente cordlaie. (Moron. a
IL a. B send.. flood of pare rich blood to the rived.
'
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
ing favors to foreigners. Nobody ever airely, he introduced the
diseased skin outface,(lime healing every sore
subject of
"I think." she said as she helped her- magnum of Pommery, un neu frape.
or eroption and stopping all itchieg of eczema.
stops us kids from going to school." Burns.
B. B. Ia. has cured handro .s of ecr ma sufferers self to hoot d'oeuvre. "that you were I knots- you will forgive the liberty."
aid is especially recommended for deep-seated very fortunate
he said, *milling at"iv. -This bottle
CUt this coupon out and bring
"There Was the poet," he said.
to get away."
cares.
is vowed. Flossie has smiled for the
It with you, it is worth $1.00.
Juin' secartion
He blotted carelessly.
"For
fine
Detente Blood Balm (M. B. B.) to
sentiment
he
has them all
Your rough is only in the throat and
Pleasant and safe- to take. Composed
"The joke of It is." he said. "I've first time for three evenings."
Each pertain is limited to one
does not trouble you now doe" think beaten. I read my Bnrns every day.
of Purettotanic Ingredients.
She,threvr a paper fan at him and that It °Petit" no attention. When
baseple
been
followed
all
the
way
here.
One
coupon for each job of plate or
It
seat tree try writing Blood Balm Co..
"Ken
(Daly Eleept Sunday.)
ye
Burns?"
asked
lois not had much of a start is
Smith
Atlanta, (Ia. Soldll)' Druggists $1 leer fellow who pretended he got in at sat down mean lea Guy.
bridge work only. Until after
to check it. The slightest cough much Interested.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
"Do telValm the story you told me." time
large bottle or seetby *sprain prepaid
oasily leads to Propunonia. Bronchitis
fl. •
bold la PadoenbKy.. by R. W. walker
sheOtbispereil In his ear. "Louis, lie- and Consumption A battle of BallElopkins, leave Paducah for Evans"I should think I 411d,"
— proclaim,'
& Ca, W. J. WI beet. Lana Bra*. sad
lard's Horehound Syrup will cure tha ed the
ten:"
}villa and way landings at 11 a. m.
*Ivey 4k Llote•
enthusiastic Call. "Way. T
rough. The price puts it within reach
Guy retold his story.
know onost of his poems by heart.
le Baron of all.
Special excursion rate now in efSold by all drug-ists.
"
listened intently. So did the lady who
Met from Paducah to Evansville and
They Call have their other poetobut
had accompanied him. Guy felt that
al return, Wel. Elegant music on the
as for me, give melallmtnle Burns--"
he told it very well, but for the second
DaNTIST.
404l. Tabl unsurpassed.
"Jimmie Berne!" snorted the enLOOK
(Wit
AT
OFFEttS
.
IN
time
he omitted all mention of that
Hrtacikport, III.
raged
Smith.
"Jimmie
Burns!
Angel"
THE
WANT
COLUMN
TODAY,
missing mheet of paper which had come
Wes $1 a Day.
Everlthiag 0 II
Mr* and Broadway.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Billie Washinetton! Charlie Napoleinto his feemession. M. le Baron was
WE HAVE OTHERS. COME TO
NMI L Lteluisa. MOWS.
on! Sammie Jefferson! Get out of me
obviously much interested.
SEE I'S,
Leaves Paeacah for Cairo and way
"You are quite sure—of the two
sight, ye ignoramus'"
H. ('. HOLLINS,
men?" he asked •Inietly.
landings at 8 a, in sharpe, daily, exAnd Call never did get his palms.
TRUEHF.ART BUILDING.
"Quite!" tiny answered confidently.
"Did .
yo
fttlitlitets7errin6et1ee
:
W lis
icon
o.
itan woo eept Sunday
Special excursion rates
"One was" —
stuttered?"
now in effeet from Paducah to Cairo
collected.
Madame—Flogele's friend—dropped a
"No; now I come to think of it, I Ind return, with or without meant
-Fare!"
REMOYED Ti!) THIRD AND
wineglass. M. he Baro.i raised his
never dttl."
and room. Good music and table un-,
The passenger gave no heed.
hand.
KENTUCKY.
"The)
are
very
rare."
Held
the
,
Surpassed
"Fare,
•
pleatte."
"No names." he said. "It is better
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
For further information apply to
not. We understand. A mood inter•
Still Was the passeenger oblivious. physician. "I think it safe to say
testing adventure, M. Poynton, and—to
' and Library Work a specialty.
average
person
passes 3. A. Fowler General Pass, Agent; Or
'By - the ejaculatory term 'fare.'" that the
amur hest II h!"
tTirtotavot
rihnglif:.ow
initahno
.ut ever meeting e liven Fowler, City Past Agent, di
solid the conductor, "I Imply no ref- .t h
The wine wan good, and the fun of
oowler-Cruo banish & Co'a. Sae&
erence to the state of the weather,
the place itself went almost to the
We.
"There
are
two
reasons
this:
for
"11
"erPs
complexion
the
IL
of the admirable
head. Always there were newcomers
First,
woman
baturally--I don't I
blonde you observe In the eontiguotio
who passed does the room amid a
T. LOCO; AND T1617411B8BB
chorus of greetings, always the gayest
seat, nor even to the quality of serv- know why—le leas liable to the die)
RIVER PACKET (X)MPANY
music.
of
ease
Then,
of
stammering than man. Seco
amid cheers, rioasic
ice vouchsafed by this philanthropic
Plying between Memphis, Evansand emitter friend whom she called
emel
t
if
develops
she
diseise
this
she
ville. Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
corporation. 1 merely allude, in a
,
from a distant table danced a ekeFOR TRAMCAR= RIVIIR.
Louis and Vicksburg.
manner perhaps; lacking in delicacy, sets out with the determination to
Leaves
We have them in stock
walk—danced very,gracefully and with
herself,
cure
and
orneceeds:
Memphis etery Tuesday
she
where
for
but not in conciseness, to the monea marvelous display of rainbow skirtsin
from $1 to
careless man, rattier than take
F.vansville. Louisville -and CinShe came back breatigesa.and threw
tary obligation set tip by your Oro-cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
and see the 1907 models
race In this ear, and suggest that, the trouble of a cure, will go stane
0/1/1 e and int
?Plt
show it herself down by Gay's side.
"Give me some more wine," she tent
Wednesday for Si. Louis, Memyou," tie said.
without contempering your celerity mering on to the end."--St. Louis
Easier to manipulatethan
phis and Vicksburg. Pima PaduGlobe-Democrat.
Strassantrg was trying to talk to me Rik ed. "How close the place is!"
with etinctation, you liquidate."
The younger Frenchman. who had
ever.
cah going up every Thursday.
he time, ant I saw him sneak in at
At chile point the
passenger
scarcely spoken, leaned over.
vlieutta and I wasn't' having tiny.
Pass Paducah going down etery
WW1'
emerged from hla trance.—PhiCidei. Have a torpid liver
ay, de yea come here every itreningr . "An idea!" he exclaimed., "My au
when Iferhlric, the Leaves Paducah For Tennessee Rive,
Saturday.
tomoblie Is outside. I will drive you
-• "fly liver. tegutater, WItt-Welleiretel*
phis Ledger.
"Very often,"
ntalwateNl.
Every Wrdiaroday at 4 p. m
There
IS
on
reason
ewhy volt should
allot at the Combine, est thee we all round the city. M. POynton shall
surfer from 1.178Parrirla,f, Crionatipation. I. W, WRIGHT,
Paris
Slasitsee
See
undressed,
Afterward
Chills
we
and
rover
ofAlia
liver
corn'etierally CO to Maixiiviav to "sipper mid
ft Is funny lir* a;woman will forOffice Richmond House.
en Moraine, will cure you. EUGENE ROBINSON.
Clerk
--ollasee afterward. I'fl intraillee yeti Will go to Imola robins lad make him
le
C.
Westville,
Pia., Writes'
get how tile., it was to sit imp late
Telephone 66-11„
Title eoutpany is not responsible
, my feleitdtt aftnrtratil f yOn like man cook us a de;euner angialifer
tratio
wtth thins
with
af
for
Sole agent littyler's Candy. i mparting when her daughter trios the
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DRAUGHON'S 011ic CAL. COLLEGES

LEARN BY - MAIL

American-Gefinan Naticnal Bank

or

Hcitel Mariboiougli
Famous
German Restaurant

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY

NEW STATE HOTEL

These Prices in Dental Work
Will Ron Until April 21.

Dr. King Brook

Oak Dale Hotel
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HENRY MAIIMEN, JR.

The present that
will please as an
Easter offering is-

LEE LINE STEAMERS

A

KODAK
$2. Drop

STEAMER CL!)?

0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

McPHERSON'S
Drag Store.
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THE WAY WITH BILLS.
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ma Morgan unanimous; Lincoln,
G.
W Jackson unaximous;
Garfield,
T. B. Hibbs, unanimous.
Secretary Byrd.
While reading the minutes of the
March meeting of the board, Secretary Byrd Included a statement that
the contract with Mr. Carnagey was
Qualifications of High School ordered drawn
up for one year beginning August 1. Superintendent
Principal Lowered
Lieb arose to correct the reading,
saying that no such action had been
taken, and that if any such action
Committee's Report Strikes Snag and
contemp:ated a refusal of salary to
Principal Ragsdale Is Upheld
him for August be wished to regisBy Trustees.
ter his prot at and intended to stand
for the full execution of the contract,
which runs to September 1. One or
A MOST IMPORTANT SESSION two members say they believe his con
tract is not legal, but whether tne
board will refuse, to pay the salary
for August is not certain.
W. H. Sugg, Washington building.
Selling cigarettes to school bole
J. T. ROMS, Jefferson building.
was a subject in' Superintendent
W. P. Johnston, Lee building.
Lieb's report last night. The board
C. A. Norvell, Franklin building.
/"N-A_
took decisive action on his recomA. M. Ragsdale, Longfellow buildmendation, in appointing President
Hubby: You must try to keep our bills down."
ing.
List and Superintendent Lieb, a
Wifeyi "I do, but they're always running up."
Of Boston
School Fame
Emma Morgan, McKinley building.
committee to visit Chief of Police
G. W. Jackson, Lincoln building..
Collins, to trace down the guilty
T. D. Hibbs, Garfield building.
auinmary of all points made. Mies
dealers.
Superintendent Lieb has
Warren made a clear presentation of
sufficient information to lead to imnumerous good points. Miss Inez
Before the given result had been portant results. The
fine for selling
Parker was selected by the young reached the board of educati
on last cigarette papers or cigarettes to mimen to present a recapitukttion of night went through with one of the nors, is
$500 for each offense.
PROGRAM RENDERED BY MRS. ,thelr points and Mists Parker present- most interest
ing meetings since the
Miss Sloan Elected.
IX)RIA'S rurn.s.
ed thos to the judges in such a clear, deadlock situation. In several reMiss Jennie Sloan was elected to
concise manner that it seemed. Im- spects the meeting resembled closely the position formerl
y held by Miss
possible for the negative to lose. The that fatuous meeting last spring Jessie Rook, second
grade in the
Excellent Entertainnient of Scholar- judges were composed of six Intelli- when the board split into halves over Longfellow building. Miss Catherine
gent matrons of the city, and after the report of the committee on ex- Powell also Vas in nomination
ly Nature al Paducah'. Popular
and
thirty
minutes of discussion by the amination and course of study.
the vote resulted in a narrow victoSchool.
The report last night of that com- ry, 6 to 5 in favor of
judges they decided unanimously in
Miss Sloan. Sufavor of the negative. The negative mittee struck a similar snag, without perintendent Lieb stated that attend•tteakers were honored by the pre- the deadlock, A. M. Ragsdale was not ance had fallen off 2 per cent durA very interesting program
was sentation of a bouquet of lovely
vio- mentioned for re-election in the ing the March hot weather. He said
rendered by the eociety members of
committee's report, L. W. Feezor, as- seats were needed
Menu Thursday-10 a. m.
lets.
badly in several
Mr. Derien's
private school on
Mrs. Dorian then invited all to the sistant principal of the High school, buildings, and Trustee Clements said
Fotrrth stireet, Mondey afternoon.
Corn Muffins
spackyus dining room where a sur- being recommended for the position. the new chairs were shipped March
After several musioal selectione
Scrambled Eggs, with Border Chipped Bed
prise in the form of dainty refresh- On a motion by. Trustee Karnes, 28. Trustee Robertson is correspondwere rendered beautifully by Misses
Ragsdale's
name
was ing with several lecturers for the
ments were served to all in Mr. Do- Professor
Cofee.
Mary
Dorian, NlareeSitte
placed in nomination, and on the bal- audit blanks wliaiiiii
Budde, rian's pleasant style.
iiidl- etaonshec
Genivieve Katterjohn, Kate Clarke
lot being taken, he was elected by a commencement exercise
2 p. m.
s, Hereafter,
At 5 .caclock all left for their homes
and, Carrie Warren, the society pavote of 8 to 3. 1A'ith 11 members audit blanks will be require
d with all
Dorian'
Mrs.
talents
Praising
as
s
eash
French
Chops
Asparagus in Crusts
present, a dead:ock could not havel bills against the board.
-per was read by Mrs. Dorian, and all
Last month
pleasant hostess and wishing for occurre
enjoyed its humorous.and I nstructi ve a
d, but the situation
Superintendent Lieb asked the board
Salad
where
l
the pleasure of spending many more the
pages.
committee's report was turned'if he showld Lake stricter method
s
Rheuharb Pie.
Easter Mondays in her home.
down, is similar to the one which tO ascertain the number
The next on the program was the
of tardy casresulted In the now historic strug- es among the teachers
debate between three young ladies
. No action
gle. However, although the commit- was taken by the board and now
nd two young men. The subject
it
LOOK
AT
OUR
OFFER
S IN
tee's report was turned down in that rests entirely with the teacher
:or discussion wa.s: Resolved: That
s
THE WANT COLUMN TODAY.
one selection, it
is said that the whether they report theft tardy easWoman's Intellect l Superior to That
WE HAVE OTHERS. COME TO
principals were selected in caucus of es.
of Man. Misses Elizabeth Sebree,
SEE US.
the entire board, and not by a com- • Trustee Morris was
Helen Powell and
the only abRose Langston
H. C. HOILLINS,
mittee.
sentee lest night.
made many strong points in favor of
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
their sex and they are to be emnala
Some Things Done.
Al: the principal predictions
A Lost Chord.
mented upon their delivery. Messra.
of
At an evening party lately the hostThe Sun throughout March aa to the
Edwin Ligl3tfoot and Ooteroy Dorian
Familiarity with sin has caused
action of the board, were realized ess had bustled ont of the 'room to
made the proof clear that their sex is
many a man to revise his entire
last night. The rules were changed to arrange some details of supper or
the superior intelleettaely. When ehe
code of morals.
permit a local educator to hold the something. During her absence a
speeches were made by those menStill Take Snuff.
up their nostrils with small wooden ting
an alarm clock" —
position of principal of the High young man who 1141 protested all the
tioned Miss Carrie Warren was se"So you thought that snuff had spoons.
The best way to convict sinners Is
"Not at all, ma'am," replied the
school; the Odd Fellows closed
evening
sang
Seated by the young ladies to give a
a
sentime
ntal balad, to
a
"Have no fear about the snuff sleepy cook,
to make saintliness concrete.
died out, did you?" said a million"them things never dile
deal for the Longfellow
building; the intense agony of the company.
trade.
There is still a good Axing in,Iturb
aire snuff Manufacturer, of Philadelme at all."— Philadelphia
eighth erades were restored to sev- The hostess returned after he
had finit."— Philadelphia Bulletin.
eral buildings, and the exclusSe an- ished and knew nothing
phia. "Well, it has died Out among
about his
nouncement yesterday of the claim singing
. As be had to leave early fashionable people, but millions of
of W. P. Dies of Georgetown for ex- he approac
"Della" began Mrs. NeltviweddmLi somebody would only get a pathed to Make hia farewell. pounds of it are still coneumed.
penees incurred in coming here toi "Good
le.y, "I don't suppose --er-t- that ent on advice there would
night," said the hostess
be less
"I
send
a great deal of snuff south.
apply for the position of principal of
you would—ea-a-object to my get-,people worried by it.
with the usual excess of amiability. In Georgia,
Alabam
a
and
the
Carolithe High school, resulted in the most
"Good night. "I'm sorry
you can't nas the poor 'dip' snuff in huge quansensational scene ,seen in years in
a slng." .
-4
_
tities, Tir 411p'
1856 rub It' on the
'bdard"meting.
The young man crimsoned and gums and In the crevices
of the
More important history and great- fled.—London
teeth.
Tatler.
er results will come out of asst.
"I also send a lot of snuff to
night's meeting than from any sinFrance. The lower classes of France
gle meeting laeld in years. The male
LOOK AT OUR OFFERS IN
still carry their horn snuff boxes,and
of the Longfellow building makes
THE WANT COLUMN TODAY.
You get handsome, well
still sniff snuff up their noses in the
possible and necesaitatea the erection
appointed carriages
WE HAVE OTHERS. COME TO
regulation way.
of two new buildings. In making the
when
I serve you. We
SEE US.
give promt personal atcontract with Prof. Carnegey for one
"I do a good trade, too with South
IR. C. HOLLINS,
tention at all times.
year beginning August 1, the board
America and Africa. The Kenai stuff
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
contract with Prof. Carnagey for one
their noses with snuff mixed with
Superintendent Lieb's contract. In
pepper, while the Patagonians ram It
changing the qualification for prinThe smalleet railroad in England
cipal of the II.gh school; In re-dis- is the Oat-slang & Knott
End (Lantributing the eighth grades among cashire) railway,
which In the last
the different buildings, from the pres- six months
earned a net revenue of
ent method of concentrating them in $2,,380.
The halt-yearly meeting of
Herrick
the Washington building; and In
Old Style
ig- proprietors was attended by one pernoring tardiness among the teachson the secretary.
ers, actions were taken which will
have educational results.
Happiness would not he appreciaPractically without change, the ted if the monoto
ny was never varied
Do you burn wood in yo
salaries of the different ''principal- by a little trouble.
. ur kitchen stove? If
ships were fixed last night, as folso—you should own a Buck's—"the perfect cooklows: Wasaingtorf building, $1,400
The average daily wage of Norstove."
a year; Jefferson, $90 a month; Lee, wegian printers
is 93 cents.
$90: Franklin
$90; Longfellow,
The fire-back in a Buck's cook-stove in a single
$90: McKinley. $75: Lincold, $70.
Garfield $55, all except the Wash—solid casting—of southern gray—porous—iron, so
ington building being monthly
remunerations. The three buildings
constructed that it will heat rapidly—and last pracwith eighth grades will be the Jeftically a lifetime. It is warranted for fifteen years.
ferson, Lee and Franklin buildings.
The Longfellow building will have
The quick heating quality of these fire-backs
six grades, and for every additional
grade, $6 will he added to the prinmeans a quickly heated oven and a saving of fuel.
cipal's salary. McKinley building, five
rooms, If seyenth or eighth grade
TFe fire-backs in all Buck's stoves and ranges
added. $5 increase In principal's Ware made to suit the kind of fuel u ed—and are deary!: If both added, $10 increase.
Election of Principals.
signed witb a view to the economy of fuel.
When the
election of principals
was begun, they were taken separateLet us show you these truly wonderful stoves—
ly, by buildings. Before the election
and tell you about our exceptional term and price
of principal of the High school, the
rule requiring an applicant to be a
offerings—today.
graduate from a colege in the College union, was changed to read the
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
graduate of any reputable col:ege.
This lowers the standard of the High
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
school principalship. In the balloting
miss this chance. Take advantage of it today
for this principalship, W. H. Rugg
received Iieven votes; W. P. Johnston,
aesol44.
one vote; fl. A. Norvell, three votes;
Jefferson building, J. T. Ross, 10: C.
A. Norvell. one: Lee building. W. P.
Johnston, I 0 ; C. L Morrell. 1;
Franklin balding, (7. A. Morrell, 10;
A. K. Ragsdale. 1: Longfellow buildPA ILM UR HOUSR
SOLE AGENTS FOR"HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINETS"
ing, A. K. Ragada 1p. g; I.. W. Feesor, 3; Ifeltinley building, Hiss gut-

RULE IS CHANGED
BY SCHOOL BOARD

COOKING LESSONS

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS
All this week at our store, on first floor.
Don't miss this opportunity, for it is well
worth the seeing.

Cooking
Is in charge and will be pleased to have
you come and see her modern methods.
Many dainty and delightful dishes will be
made and served you. All demonstrations will be made on one of the celebrated

--LITERARY

DIRECT ACTION fiAS RAMS

Come and see for yourself why this is the
best gas stove on earth. Menu will be
changed daily.

'Si

•

•

rreis,

The Best Carriage 1
Sertice in Paducah

This warranted fire-back saves heat
- and trouble.

•

In the Herrick

FOODS
Will Not Taint.

HY buy hand-me-down
clothes at tailormade prices when you can
get Real Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
home, Exclusive patterns
and guaranteed to fit for
$25 and up,

W

HARMIELING
The Tailor.

No scrubbing. No mOuld

Be Sure to See The Herrick Before You
Buy a Refrigerator.

Try it for thirty days FREE. If you
don't find it satisfactory in every way send
it back. Telephone 3% today while you think of it.

U

. N. GARDNER &

I
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